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0. INTRODUCTION 
0.1. There are essentially two different ways to obtain the finite 
dimensional irreducible representations of the General Linear Group 
GL(k, F), or equivalently of its Lie algebra gl(k, F), where k > 0 and F is 
an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. 
In the first, the irreducible representations are viewed as highest weight 
modules constructed as quotients of Verma modules. This applies to any 
semisimple Lie algebra and moreover has recently been extended to the so- 
called classical semisimple Lie superalgebras, mainly by Kac [S, 9, lo]. 
0.2. The second approach was introduced by Schur in [ 183. In this 
fundamental work Schur applied the permutation action of S, (the sym- 
metric group) and the diagonal action of GL(k, F) 2 GL( V) on VBn, and 
proved that these actions have a double centralizing property in End( vBn). 
The representations of GL( V) are thus determined from those of S,. 
0.3. Consider Schur’s representation p: S, + End( V@“). Since 
F&z = Cis ear @Z,, Zi simple algebras, hence there exists T(k; n) G Par(n) 
such that p(FS,) ~x~~,-(~;~, @Z,. Thus the GL( V) irreducible 
representations-homogeneous of degree n-are precisely those obtained 
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from the elements of T(k; n). This sets up a 1: 1 correspondence between 
the irreducible representations of GL(k) with a set of subsets of the 
irreducible representations of S,. 
0.4. Schur’s work was later continued by Weyl [19] who, among 
other things, completely determined T(k; n) and proved Weyl’s “Strip” 
Theorem which asserts that T(k; n) 3 A= (A,, A,,...) if and only if Aj = 0 for 
J’ > k + 1, i.e., T(k; n) consists of the partitions whose Young diagrams lie 
inside the strip of height k. 
0.5. This work of Schur and Weyl (and A. Young) establishes a 
deep relationship between GL(k) representations, combinatorics, and 
invariant theory, essentially via standard (strict inequalities) and semistan- 
dard (weak inequalities in rows, strict in columns) Young tableaux, and the 
Schur functions. As in Weyl’s strip theorem, many objects in these theories 
are parametrized by the sets I’(k; n). 
0.6. If one composes Schur’s action of S, on V@” with sgn(a), 
OES,, one gets basically the same results, but with the vertical strips 
(T(k; n))’ (2’ is the conjugate of A) replacing the horizontal strips T(k; n). 
Thus Schur’s original definition can be viewed as a rather arbitrary choice 
between two equal possibilities. In this paper we revisit that work of Schur 
and Weyl. We generalize these two permutation actions of S, on I’@‘” into 
an action that, in a sense, glues together the two. This action is based on 
decomposing I/ into V= T@I U, dim T = k, dim U = 1, such that the restric- 
tion of the action to T@‘” (G VBn) pe rmutes without a sign, but with sgn(o) 
on U@“. A crucial point in this paper is that this yields a representation 
$: S, + End( I’@“). As in 0.3, it follows that for some T(k, 1; n)~ Par(n), 
bwFJ g &c,[:“) WA. 
0.7. The basic result of this paper is a hook analogue of Weyl’s 
theorem, namely, we prove 
The “Hook” Theorem 3.20 which asserts that T(k, I; n)sl= (A,, A*,...) if 
and only if Aj < I for j > k + 1, i.e., T(k, I; n) consists of the partitions whose 
Young diagrams lie inside the hook of arm-height k and of leg-width 
1. 
0.8. One proof of this theorem is a generalization of a proof 
(based on a dimension argument and on the Robinson-Schensted 
correspondence [ 11)) of Weyl’s strip theorem. It requires generalizing that 
correspondence and defining semistandard tableaux in two sets of variables 
((k, I) tableaux), which generalize the usual semistandard tableaux; the 
number of those of shape A is s,,,(l) and we calculate them in Sections 2 
and 6. 
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0.9. We remark that that classical theory of Schur and Weyl has 
found many applications in diverse areas. For many such applications there 
are “hook” generalizations; in this paper we study some of these, and 
others will possibly be found. 
0.10. As a first application, the above hook theorem is closely 
related to the representations of the General Linear Lie superalgebra 
pl( V) = pl(k, 1), [IS, 9, 10, 17): 
When Schur’s S,-action of V@” is generalized as in 0.6, then gl( V) is 
replaced by pl( V) and we obtain, in a similar way, explicit irreducible 
representations of pl( V) inside VBn; these representations are parametrized 
by i E T(k, I; n) and their corresponding degrees are s,Jl). These pl( V) 
representations are obtained from a double centralizing property-between 
the actions of pl( V) and S, inside End( V@‘“)-similar to that proved by 
Schur. 
The explicitness of our pl( V) representations allows us to prove, for 
example, Branching rules for them, which generalize the Branching rules 
for the GL( V) representations. 
0.11. Many combinatorial objects that occur in our work are 
“hook analogues” of classical objects, like Schur functions, Kostka num- 
bers, #r(k; n) and asymptotic degrees associated with diagrams inside the 
strip. 
0.12. These results also have many applications to the theory of 
P. I. algebras (to be given in a subsequent paper) because of the “hook” 
property of their cocharacters [ 11. Because of this property, the classical 
theory of GL( V) representations does not seem to suffice for these 
applications [ 151. In fact, the present work was motivated by this apparent 
insufficiency. 
0.13. Before describing the contents of each section we remark that 
in many parts of this work, the field F which is assumed to be algebraically 
closed and of characteristic zero, can be replaced by the rationals or the 
integers Z. 
Section 1 introduces the new S, action on V@” with some of its 
inevitable generalizations. 
Section 2 introduces and studies (k, I) semistandard tableaux: These are 
tableaux in which the usual and the conjugate definitions of semistan- 
dardness were glued together. A generalized Robinson-Schensted 
correspondence, that glues together the usual one [11] with its conjugate, 
is also used here. 
In Section 3 we prove (twice) the hook theorem. Section 4 relates the 
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above to pl( V) representations by (super)mapping pl( I’) into End( P”‘) 
and then proving the double centralizing property with S,. 
Section 5 gives a Branching rule for these pl( V) representations. Sec- 
tion 6 generalizes, among others, the Schur functions and Kostka numbers, 
and relates them to the above pl( V) representations. These generalized 
Schur functions provide a precise counting of the (k, I) semistandard 
tableaux. 
Section 7 counts #I’(k, I; n), generalizing the classical counting of 
#T(k; n) [S], and “hook-generalizes” all the asymptotic calculations of 
c141. 
In recent years superalgebras have found a number of applications to 
physics, such as the theories of supergravity and supersymmetry. After we 
completed the present project Kaplansky pointed out to us that our pl( V) 
representations had already appeared in the physics literature. They were 
constructed independently by Balantekin and Bars [20] and by Dondi and 
Jarvis [4], although in the former work the authors discuss the general 
linear supergroup instead and claim that this has the same representation 
theory as the superalgebra. These papers state a few of our results and a 
few results close to ours. We chose not to modify our paper for a number 
of reasons: we want our paper to be complete and self-contained; we want 
to show how these results relate to our notion of hooks; and in some 
points of contact or proximity with the earlier works we add some 
precision or rigour lacking in the original exposition or proof. We recom- 
mend these papers to the interested reader for their additional results and 
insights. 
1. THE S, ACTION ON Y@” 
Let T, U be vector spaces, dim T = k and dim U = 1, and let V = Tg U. 
We define a new right permutation action *, or I,+, of S, on V@” based on 
the functions fi(a) [ 123 which we now reintroduce. 
Let W be a vector space, dim W = Et,, E = E( W) the corresponding 
Grassmann algebra. Fix a basis e,, e,,..., E W. Then 9 = (ei, a*+ e, 1 
i, $ ... $ i,, meZ+} is a basis for E. Given O#a=ei;..eimE9, we 
write I(a)=m. Let (a)= (a ,,..., a,), a ,,..., a,,EB, and define I= Odd(a)= 
{i 1 ,(a,) is odd}. 
1.1. DEFINITION. Let Zc {l,..., n} (possibly empty), (TE S,; choose any 
(a) = (aI ,..., a,), aiECB such that a, . . * a,, # 0 and Odd(a) = I: The equation 
a,(l) . . . aacn) =f,(o)a,... a, uniquely defines fi(o), independent of (a). 
The fi(a)‘s are almost homomorphisms of S, into { +_ 1 } and, according 
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to the following lemma, they are homomorphisms exactly when Z= 0 or 
z= {l,..., ?z}. 
1.2. LEMMA. Let (T, ‘1 E S,, Zc_ { l,..., n). Then fr(aq) =fr(a) f,-~&q). 
Proof: Choose (a) = (a, ,..., a,), ai E 9 such that (I~ ... a, # 0 and 
Odd(u) = Z. Write bj=a,,j,. Then bqci, = u,(,~,,, and aj= b,-lc jj, so 
Odd(b) = 0 -‘(I). Now calculate 
f/(w) a1 . . . an = a O?l(l) . . . %qln) 
= b,(,, . . . b7(,, =f,clc,,(q) a,(,, . . uo(n) 
=f,-lcl,(rl)fi(a) aI . ..a.. Q.E.D. 
Make VBH, V= T@ U, into a right FS, module by 
1.3. DEFINITION. Fix bases t, ,..., tk E T and u, ,..., U,E U, so the tensors 
v*Q ... QV”, V,E {t ,,..., fk, u ,,..., u[} form a basis of YBH. Given such 
(v) = VI 0 ... @v, define the U-indices of (v) by ZU(v) = {i 1 VIE U}. Let 
cr E S, and define *, and +0, by 
(v,Q ... Qv,)~o=(v,Q .” Qv,)*o 
=f,u(&) U,(I) 0 ... 0 D,(H). (1.3.1) 
Finally, extend the * action of 0 to all of V@” by linearity. 
1.4. Remark. By multilinearity it is easy to show that II/, (or *) is 
independent of the choices of bases for T and U with (1.3.1) holding for 
any such choice. 
1.5. LEMMA. Let O, ye ES, with $ us before. Then $o,, = tjO$,,, i.e., for 
any (v) E VBn, ((v) * a) * yI = (v) * (aq). 
ProoJ: Choose bases for T and U and let (v) = vI 0 .. 0 v, be a 
corresponding basis element of P”“. Let Z= ZU(v) and denote (v,) = 
V,(l)0 ... Qu,w Check that ZU(v,) = a-‘(Z). 
Now calculate 
(VI * (W)=f,(o?)(vO,), 
while 
((VI * 0) * ? =fAa)[I(v,) * VI =f,(a)f~~l(,,(rl)(v,,) 
and the proof now follows from 1.2. Q.E.D. 
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1.6. COROLLARY. With the above notations, $, E GL( V@“), $: S, + 
GL( I/@“), $: TV --* I,+~ is a group homomorphism, (i.e., an S, representation), 
and I-‘@“’ is a right FS, module for the * action. 
1.7. Remark. With the above notations, (v,@ .** @v,)*c= 
4V,(I)@ ... @Vu,(n) 9 ) E = +l. We now indicate how to determine E. By 1.6 it 
is enough to calculate E when r~ = (i, j), i c j. To do so, choose such (a) 
with Odd(a) = ZU(v). Then E = fiuc,,((i, j)) is given by 
al . ..aj...ai...a.=Ea,...ai...aj’..a,. 
Let x=a,-..aiel, y=ai+l...ajp,, and z=a,+,...a,; write yai=ela,y, 
ajai= &,aiaj, and ajy = .sgyaj. Then clearly E = E,E~E~. In particular this 
implies 
1.8. Remark. Let c = (i, j) E S, and let (v) = v, @ . . . @ v, be a basis 
element as above. Then 
if vi, vj~ T 
if vi, vjE U. 
The following generalization will be needed later. 
1.9. DEFINITION. Let dim V= k + I and denote ((iI,..., i,+d= 
(i) 1 1 d ij < k + Z} = Z(k, I; n). Assume I/@‘” is a right unitary FS, module for 
some (right) action of S, on VBn. We call V@‘” a “sign permutation 
module” and the S, action a “sign permutation action” if there exists a 
basis vl,..., vk+, E V and a sign function E: Z(k, I; n) x S, + { f 1 } such that 
for each (il ,..., i,)=(i)EZ(k,I;n) and each OES,, tv(i)) C7 = 
(vi, @ . . . @vi,) g = c((i), a)(vi,,l,@ . . * @vi,,,,) = 4(i), o)(v~+,). We say that 
I@“’ has a (k, I) structure if it is a sign permutation module which further- 
more satisfies the following property: There exists a basis of V, t, ,..., tk, 
u1 ,..., 24, E V satisfying: 
Let (v)=v,@ **. @v,, vdE{tl ,..., tk,ul ,..., u,}, let i#j, let o=(i,j)ES, 
and assume vi = vi. Then (v) c = E(v,) = E(V) where 
i 
+l 
&= 
if vi=vjo {tl,..., tk} 
-1 if vi=vjo {Us,,.., u!}. 
1.10. EXAMPLE. (a) By 1.8, the construction that led to 1.6 gives V@‘” 
a (k, I) structure as a right FS, module. We call this the principal (k, I) 
structure. 
(b) Let VP have (ki, Zi) structure, i= 1,2, let V= V, @ Vz and iden- 
tify VW’” E Vy”@ VP”. Then V@” has a (k, 1) structure for 
k=k,kz+1,12, I=kl12+kzll. 
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Proof of (b). Let ti, ,..., rik,, uil ,..., Ui/, E Vi, i= 1, 2, be bases with the 
(ki, I,)-structure property; let 
and 
Now, S, acts diagonally on Vpfl @ V2 @” = V@” and it is easy to check that 
under this action the basis {t} u {u} (hence Pi”) has the (k, /)-structure 
property. 
1.11. As usual, a module structure is equivalent to a corresponding 
representation 
p:S,+GL(V@“). 
Given such p, extend it by linearity and consider p(FS,) G End( VBn). 
1.12. Notation. Let V@” have a (k, I) structure as a right FS, module 
with p the corresponding representation. We show (3.24) that this com- 
pletely characterizes p, hence we introduce the notation 
p(FS,) = A(k, 1; n) c End( Pn). 
Note that FS, = Cj. E Partnj @I,, I, simple algebras, hence A(k, I; n) E 
xi. E I-(k,l;n) @I, for some subset T(k, 1; n) s Par(n). This subset is completely 
determined by the Hook Theorem 3.20. 
2. (k, I) SEMISTANDARD TABLEAUX 
The (k, I) semistandard tableaux, to be defined below, play an important 
role in the later sections. We now study these tableaux and their car- 
dinalities. 
2.1. DEFINITION. Fix k, I3 0 (integers), k + I> 0, and k+ 1 symbols 
t, ,..., fk, u1, . . . . u/, then declare t,< ... <t,<u,< ... <u,. Let AEPar(n) 
(n>O) with D, its (empty) diagram. Fill D, with elements from{t,,..., t,, 
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al,,.., u,}, allowing repetitions, to get a (k, I) tableau TA. Such TA is (k, 1) 
semistandard if 
(a) The “t part” (i.e., the cells filled with tis) of TA is a tableau. (Thus 
the “U part” is a skew tableau.) 
(b) The t;s are nondecreasing in rows, strictly increasing in columns. 
(c) The uis are nondecreasing in columns, strictly increasing in 
rows. 
2.2. EXAMPLES. (1) 
is a (0,2) (also (17, 3)) semistandard tableau. 
is not semistandard; (a) is violated! 
2.3. DEFINITION. Let H(k,/;n)= {A=(A,, A,,...)EPar(n)) S<l if 
j>k). Note that H(k, 0; n)= n,(n) are the diagrams of height <k. The 
diagrams in H(k, 1; n) are exactly those contained by the (k, 1) hook, 
Also set u, H(k, 1; n) = H(k, I) and un A,(n) = A,. 
2.4. DEFINITION. We denote by sk,,(A) the number of (k, I) semistandard 
tableaux of shape 1. Clearly s&l) = s,(A) is the (classical) number of 
semistandard tableaux on t, ,..., t, of shape ,I. Note also that sk,,(I) # 0 if 
and only if 1 E H(k, 1). 
There is a generalized Robinson-Schensted (RoSch) correspondence (in 
fact many), that leads to these tableaux. Before describing it we review the 
classical RoSch theory. 
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On the k symbols f r ,..., t, one defines 
Clearly #a,(n) = k”. The classical RoSch [ 111 now maps each w  E a,(n) 
to a pair of tableaux w  -+ (P(w), Q(w)) where P(w) is semistandard on 
tl,-., tk, Q(w) is standard on l,..., n, and both P(w) and Q(w) have the 
same shape ;1 E Par(n). This map is one-to-one from a,(n) onto the set of 
all such pairs of tableaux. By comparing cardinalities it follows that 
k”=Cj.e.<k(n) k s (1) d,, where dj, is the number of standard tableaux of 
shape J* E Par(n) on l,..., n. Clearly, there is a second RoSch, the one 
obtained from the original one by conjugation. Call the two “the usual” 
and “the conjugate” RoSch. We now glue the two to a correspondence that 
will lead to (k, I) semistandard tableaux and will generalize the above 
theory. 
As in 2.1, fix t ,,..., tk, u, ,..., uI and let 
akJ(n,=(iu;::::r,> 1 U;E {tl,..., tk,u I,..., u,}]. 
2.5. DEFINITION. We define the (k, I)-RoSch from a,,(n) to pairs of 
tableaux (P, Q) by applying to a w  E a,,,(n) the usual correspondence to 
the t;s and the conjugate correspondence to the UPS. 
A t, is inserted to a row as in the usual RoSch while a uj is inserted to a 
column as in the conjugate RoSch. When a ti is bumped, it is bumped 
down and inserted to the next row. When a uj is bumped, it is bumped to 
the right and inserted to the next (right) column. We thus obtain a 
sequence of tableaux terminating with P = P(w). The second tableau 
Q = Q(w) on l,..., II is obtained from that sequence of P as in the usual 
RoSch, indicating the order in which new cells were added in the 
P-sequence of tableaux. 
2.6. EXAMPLES. (a) Insert t, into 
11 t2 u2 u6 
t3 u3 u5 u7 
t4 
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(b) Let w=( 1234567 Ul 0 12 u2 12 u1 II 19 
P: pq /fl t2 UI t2 Ul 
:_‘-I? 
t3 t3 
Q: 
t1 t2 Ul Ia P: t2 u1 ll2 ) 
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The following properties of the (k, I) correspondence are generalizations 
of properties of the usual RoSch, hence their proofs are omitted. 
2.7. PROPOSITION. Let w E GE&n), w --+ (P, Q) under the (k, I) correspon- 
dence. Then P is a (k, I) semistandard tableau (on t ,,..., t,, u, ,..., u,), Q is a 
standard tableau (on l,..., n) and both P and Q have the same shape A, 
A E H(k, 1; n). Moreover, this map is one-to-one from Ol,,,(n) onto the set of 
all such pairs. 
2.8. COROLLARY. (k + I)” = Ci.EH(k,l;nj sk,JA) dl. 
Our next goal is to give recursive rules for calculating s&J). Explicit for- 
mulas for s,,,(I), for most 3L E H(k, 1; n), is given in 6.24. 
2.9. DEFINITION. Following [ll, Vol. 3, 5.1.41 assume that a tableau (or 
diagram) is bordered with co’s to the right and below. The rim of a tableau 
(or diagram) are those cells of it having points in common with “co cells.” 
A subset of the rim is admissible if, after being removed, what remains is a 
(sub)tableau. Clearly, an admissible subset of the rim is, uniquely, a 
disjoint union of admissible connected subsets (see [ 13, Sect. 11). 
2.10. EXAMPLES. (a) 
X 
x x x P X x x 
The rim here is X’ed. 
(b) 
X 
x x P X x x 
The subset of X’ed cells is admissible disconnected and is the union of two 
admissible connected subsets. 
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2.11. DEFINITION. Let 1~ Par(n), PE Par(n’), n’<n such that p is 
obtained from il by removing an admissible subset of the rim of A. Then 
i(p, A) is the number of admissible connected components of this subset. 
Thus, in Example 2.10(b), i(p, A) = 2. 
If A is a set of partitions, write A’ = {I’ 1 Iz E A}, where 1’ is the con- 
jugate of 1. 
2.12. DEFINITION. Let I = (A,, I, ,...) E Par(n). Then 
(a) A-= {p=(~~,p~,...)~Par(n’) (n’<n and for all i, Aj>pi> 
&+,I, 
(b) A* = ((A’)-)‘. 
The diagrams are f- 
I 
xxx 
0 
xxx 
. . 
A*= ( 
Clearly, p E (A- )* if and only i f p is obtained from il by removing an 
X 
X II X X 
X J X 
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critical H p 
ce11s \ . . . 
.F 
t 
. . SW., pE (A-)* 
FIGURE 2.13 
admissible subset of the rim, and likewise for PE (A*)) (hence 
(A-)* = (A*)-). In particular, i(p, ;I) is defined! 
2.13. LEMMA. Let p E (1~ )* = (A*) ~. Then there are exactly 2”p*” dis- 
tinctpartitions VEAL (VEX*) such that PEE* (FLU). 
ProoJ: p is obtained from A by removing i(p, A) admissible connected 
components of its rim. Consider one such component: Since p E (A*)), 
its removal from 1 is obtained by first removing horizontally, then ver- 
tically. By considering the removal of the critical cells of that component 
(see Fig. 2.13), it can easily be seen that there is a unique way of removing 
all the cells of this component+xcept for the South-West cell: It can be 
removed in exactly two ways, either by the horizontal or the vertical 
operation. This clearly implies the lemma when p is considered as an 
element of (A*) -. The proof for ,u E (A -)* is the same: The option there is 
with the North-East cell. Q.E.D. 
2.14. COROLLARY. Let f: U, Par(n) + [w be any function, and let 
/I E Par(n). Then 
c c f(P)= 1 2i(p3A)f(PL) 
vce ficv’ pE(/.-)* 
and 
In particular, Cvei.- C,.,gf(~)=C,.~gC~~~-f(~). 
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2.15. The “branching” ~,(il)=C,,~- skpI(v) is well known. For 
s+,(l) we have the following three branching rules: 
THEOREM. Let 1 E H(k, 1; n). Then 
(a) sk,O) = Cvele sk,[- 1(v)y 
(b) S/$) = Ever sk- d”), 
tc) sk,,(A) = &o(i*)- 2i(p’A)sk- l,I- I(~). 
Proof (a) follows from 2.1: Removing cells with uI determines the 
remaining tableau on v. 
(b) is proved by induction on I > 0. For I = 0 this is the branching of 
sk(L) = sk,O(A). 
1- 1 3 1. By (a), induction, 2.14 and again (a), 
s,,(l) = 1 Sk,/-l(p)= 1 1 sk- L-I(p) 
ve,l* ve,l* FEY- 
= 1 c $-1,/-l(~)= c sk-l,dv). 
(c) follows from the proof of (b) and from 2.14. Q.E.D. 
Note. (b) implies that the numbers s,,(i) remain the same when, 
instead of 2.1(a), one requires that the u part’is a subtableau and the t part 
a skew tableau. 
Also note that the above proof is based on the rim of II, hence can be 
extended to skew diagrams 3L/p, to give similar recursions for the analogous 
numbers s,,,(l/p). 
3. THE Hook THEOREM 
3.1. DEFINITION. Let YBn have a (k, 1) structure ( 1.9) and recall that 
p: FS, + End( V@“) is an algebra homomorphism (l.ll), hence there is a 
subset Tc Par(n) such that A = A(k, I; n) = p(FS,) = @lp,- AA where 
A,gI,, ~EI-. 
In this section we show (the “hook theorem”) that, in fact, r= H(k, 1; n), 
(2.3). 
3.2. DEFINITION. Write W= W(k, 1; n) = V@” = (TO CT)@‘“, let A = 
A(k, I; n) = p(FS,), then define B = B(k, I; n) = Hom,( W, W). 
Let W,= WA,= Wp(ZA). This implies that W=CAEr@ W, as FS, (or 
A) module. By the classical theory of Schur 
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3.3. THEOREM. For the above r, B = @ ie r B, where B, s 
Hom,;.( IV,, B’,) and Hom,( W,, IV,) = A, B, 2 A, @r B,. 
3.4. DEFINITION. Let i,,,(n) = Jm. Since B, is a matrix algebra, 
S,,,(A) equals the dimension of any B, irreducible module. 
3.5. COROLLARY. dim W, = s,,,(n). d* for d, as in 2.4. 
Proof Apply fi to Hom,( W,, W,) z Ai. @r B,. 
3.6. COROLLARY. (k+I)“=C,..S,,,(1)d,. 
Proof Both sides equal dim W= Clsr dim W,. 
3.7. THEOREM. (a) Let T,, 1 d j< dA be the d; standard tableaux of 
shape 2 with corresponding idempotents Tj c-, ej E I; Then each Mi = W * ei 
is an irreducible B, (hence B) module and W, = @ iGd, W*e,. 
(b) As a right FS, module, 
Sk./(i) 
W,z 1 OJi, where all Ji z J),, 
i=l 
a minimal right ideal in Ii. 
ProoJ: Clearly, all Mi are B modules, hence also B, modules. 
To show their sum is direct, assume u’,*e, + . . . + ~1~~ * ed, = 0. By the 
representation theory of S, we may assume that eiej = 0 if i > j. Apply e, 
from the right to conclude that ~1~ * e, = 0. Now apply e, so w2 * e, = 0, 
etc.: Cpil Mi=@:&, MiG W; B y complete reducibility (char F= 0), 
W, = (C$=, Mi)@ N. Decompose N and each M, into irreducibles: 
W, = @$=, N,, d, d d,, as B, modules. Since B, g M,(F) (a = i,,,(n)), 
the dimmension of every irreducible B, module is F,,,(l), hence dim W, = 
sk,,(n) dj,. 
Now, by 3.5, 
s,,,(n) d, = dim W, = Sk,,(A) d?., 
hence di = di for all 1, which clearly proves (a). 
To prove (b) note first that (a) implies that W, * Z, # 0 if and only if 
,? = ,K This implies, by standard arguments that, as an FS, module, W, is 
isomorphic to a direct sum of FS, irreducible modules, all isomorphic to 
J,. The proof now follows by comparing dimensions. Q.E.D. 
As in the classical theory, one can prove 
3.8. LEMMA. If 1# ,u E H(k, I; n), with corresponding irreducible B 
modules M, and M,, then M, 7 M, . 
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Theorem 3.7 yields a concrete irreducible B, module, namely Ww, 
where TA is standard with corresponding idempotent e,;. We use such a 
module to calculate its dimension. 
3.9. DEFINITION. Fix a tableau T, = D,a(i, j) on { l,..., n} with no 
repetitions. Also fix a basis of V with its induced basis for YBfl. Following 
H. Weyl [2], we represent monomials in Va’n (i.e., basis elements 
u,Q . . . 0 u,) as (k, I) tableaux by writing them inside the diagram D,: If 
the (i, j) entry of T, is a(& j) we write o,~;,~, in the (i, j) entry. We now iden- 
tify monomials with their corresponding (k, 0 tableaux. 
3.10. EXAMPLE. 
Tj. = k=l=2, n=7, 
w=v,@ ... Ov,=u20u,0t,0t,0u20tZOu2, then 
u2 t1 u2 
w = 241 t, 
Ti 
:I: 
t2 . 
u2 
3.11. Let (YES,, and denote v=v,@ ... Ou,,, v,=u,,,,O ... 
0 U&l). Then Schur’s classical action of S, on VBn is given by (v) o = v,. 
Let now T, and v,@ ... Ov, be as in 3.9. It follows that if 
V,Q . . . 0 v, s T j  Dj.(V,(i,,,), then o,(I~@ . ‘. 0 u,(,,) = T, .  Dz(~,~,~~,~~,), i.e., 0 
induces a corresponding permutation on the tableau. Thus, if cr is a row 
(column) permutation of T,, cr induces a row (column) permutation of 
D(va(i,j,). 
In Section 2 we introduced the (k, I) semistandard tableaux. Our aim is 
to show that the set {w + eTi, 1 w  = Ti, DJu,,~,~,) is a (k, [) semistandard 
tableaux} is a basis for W * eTA. 
3.12. LEMMA. Let (a)=(~ ,,..., a,), (b)=(b, ,..., b,), a,< ... <u,und,for 
all i, a, d bi. Let (6) = (b, ,,..., bj,) be any rearrangement of the b’s. Then 
(a) < (8) in the left lexicographical order; iffor some 1 Q i=S r, a, z$ bi, then 
(a) I m 
M)7/64/2-4 
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ProoJ: By induction on r 2 1. 
r= 1. Trivial. 
r- 1 jr. Let h,=h,~=max,.i.,lb,), 1 <m<r. Then a,,,<~,< 
h, G h,,,, so a, < b, and a, < b,. Interchange b, and b,, 
a, d ... <aa,< ... <a, 
I A I A I A 
b, br 6, 
then denote (b ,,,..., b,7m,, hi,+ ,,..., b,)= (b ,,,..., b,7m,). By the induction 
hypothesis 
hence 
(a , ,..‘, a r-,,a,)6(b,,...,b,,~,,b,) 
d (b,, q..., b,m,, brn, bir+,,..., hi,-,) 
= (b,, ,..., b,,), 
as required. 
If (a)= (6) then C;= 1 u,=c;=, 6,. If ai $ bj for some j, then 
E’;= 1 aj $ C>s 1 b,> SO (‘1 T$ (b). Q.E.D. 
3.13. DEFINITION. Let T,, T, be any two (k, I) tableaux of the same 
shape 2. We compare their columns from left to right and then compare the 
first two unequal columns from top to bottom. This defines a “column” 
lexicographical order on the set of tableaux of shape A. 
3.14. PROPOSITION. Fix T, = D,a( i, j) and an induced basis of VQ” as in 
3.9, and let p be a row permutation of T, and q a column permutation of T,. 
Let w E VQn be a monomial, w = Ti T, and let T’ = Tpq E Ti wpq. Assume T 
is (k, I) semistandard. Then T< T’ and if T= T’ then (- l)y w  * (pq)= +w. 
Proof: 
Case 1. T = Tp; hence p permutes equal t’s leaving the u’s fixed. Since T 
is semistandard, T,< Tq = T’. Assume T= Tq. Then q must leave the t’s 
fixed and permute only equal u’s. It follows that 
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hence 
(-1yw* (pq)= +w. 
Case 2. T # Tp; compare their columns from left to right and assume 
the first unequal is the ath column which is 
a1 
El 
a, 
in T and in Tp. 
Obviously, a 1 < . . . <a,, ci < bi for all i, and ai $ bi for some 1 < i < r. The 
clth column of 
which is strictly bigger than 
a 
a1 
by 3.12. 
A similar argument for the first IX - 1 columns shows that in Case 2, 
T I Tpq- Q.E.D. 
3.15. COROLLARY. Fix a V@“’ basis and TAereTA (3.9). Then the set 
(w*e,,l wEV@” monomials, (k, 1) semistandard under w z r;, DA(u,B)} is 
linearly independent. (Its cardinality is (by definition) s+,(l).) 
Proof: This fixed TA identifies monomials and tableaux. The ordering 
3.13 thus induces an order on the monomials. 
Enumerate the s,,,(L) semistandard monomials w1 < .*. < w,,,~~), and 
assume CT!& ai(wi * eTjJ =O, a,#O. By 3.14, we know that wj * eT;, = 
bjwj + C f (monomials w’ such that wi, $; w’) and /I, 2 0, and the proof 
follows since distinct monomials are linearly independent. Q.E.D. 
bQ7/64/2-4’ 
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3.16. COROLLARY. s,,,(A) < Sk,,(A) where number of (k, f) 
semistandard tableaux of shape i and S,,,(A) = 
Prooj s,JA) is the cardinality of the above set (w * e,, 1 w  E Y@” a 
(k, I) semistandard monomial} whose elements are in W * eTi. This 
irreducible B module is, by definition, of dimension S,,,(A). Q.E.D. 
3.17. THEOREM. With the above notations, sk,,( A) = i,,,(A). 
Note. The theorem shows that the combinatorial numbers sk,J,I) are in 
fact dimensions of certain irreducible modules. We show in Section 4 that 
these modules are irreducible representations for the General Linear Lie 
superalgebra pl( V). 
Proof: By 3.5, dim W, = sk,,( A) . dj,) hence (2.8), 
i,E,,, S,.,(A) dj. = 1 dim W, = dim W= (k + 1)” = 1 sk,,(lu) dj. 
i.e Par(n) it Par(n) 
and since sk,,(i) < Sk.,(IV) for all i E Par(n) we have s,,,(l) = i,,,(n) for all A. 
Q.E.D. 
3.18. COROLLARY. Fix Tj. c, eTi, as before. Then ( w * e,, 1 w is (k, 1) 
semistandard) is a basis for the irreducible B module W * eTj. 
3.19. DEFINITION. Let G be a group and M a G module. We denote the 
G character defined by M, by xG(M). 
Also, if %E Par(n) we denote by [A] the corresponding S, character. 
Note. It follows immediately from 3.7(b) and 3.17 that 
XS”( WI = c s,,,(~)C~l. 
i. E H(k.l;n) 
This is one form of what we call “the Hook Theorem” 3.20. 
3.20. THE HOOK THEOREM. Let I- be as in 3.1. Then r = H(k, I; n), i.e., 
p(FSn) r C2.s H(k,l:n) 01,. 
Proof: We just proved that JdimB, = sk,,(ll) ((2.4), (3.4)). Since 
s&/i) # 0 if and only if i E H(k, I; m), this shows that B, # 0 (hence An # 0, 
3.2) if and only if 1” E H(k, 1; n), hence I-= H(k, I; n). Q.E.D. 
We now give a second proof to the Hook Theorem 3.20, which is of 
independent interest. This proof is based on Young’s rule [7, 17.141 and its 
conjugate [13, Chap. 1, 5.16 and 5.17; see also Sect. 71, both of which are 
special cases of the Littlewood-Richardson rule. These rules tell how to 
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calculate [A] & [(a)] and [A] @ [(lb)] for any (partition, hence charac- 
ter) J. and any a, b > 0. To avoid confusion with tensor signs we omit the 
O’s from elements of W= V@“. 
3.21. LEMMA. Let a,+ ‘-. +ak+bl+ ... +b,=n, ai,bj>O, w= 
w(a; b) = tf’ . . * tau;l * *. up E W, and M = w * FS,. Clearly, M is a right FS, 
module, hence it defines an S, character 
[(a,)] 6 *‘- 63 [(%)I 63 [(lb’)1 63 .** 63 CUb’)l. 
xs,(M). Then xs,(M) = 
ProoJ The sum a, + .*. + b,= n defines the (Young) subgroup SC&,) = 
Sa,(L..., a,) x Sal(al + l,..., a, + a2) x . . . x Sb,( . ..) n) E S,. It is obvious that 
when an element of S@;$) acts on w  as a permutation (without sign), then it 
leaves w  invariant. It follows that wF= M, E M is a one-dimensional 
module for Scaib) (with the *, i.e., sign permutation, action). 
Consider now the action of the subgroups S, 
S,,(L.., aI) ,...) Sb,(al + ‘-’ -+a,+ l,..., aI+ “’ +ak+b,) ,... on M,. 
A fortiori, M, is also a one-dimensional module for each of these sub- 
groups and defines characters xs,,(MO) and xSh,(M,,). By the (k, I) structure 
of W (1.9) it is obvious that 
and 
Xs,,wfo) = C(dl the trivial character, i = l,..., k 
Xsp43) = L-(lb91 the alternating character, j = l,..., 1. 
This implies that M, @Fs,.,b, FS, has character 
[(a,)] 6”’ @ [(a,‘)] 6 [(I”‘)] 6”’ 6 [(I”‘)]. 
Now M,, @ FstOa, FS, is an FS, module, cyclic on w  @ 1, and there is an 
Fsn map g: MO @ FS,.;$‘% + M determined by g( w  @ 1) = w. Since M is 
also cyclic on w, g is onto. Finally, dim(M, OFs,,,*, FS,) = 
dim(M, @F F(S,,/S,,,bl)) = JS,/S,,;,,I = dim M, hence g is an FS, 
isomorphism. Q.E.D. 
3.22. DEFINITION. A (k, I) tableau or a monomial w  = u, @ ..+ 0 u,, is of 
type <a, ,..., ak; b, ,..., b,) if it has ai occurrences of ti, 1 < i< k, and 6, 
occurrences of uj, 1 G j<Z. Let (a; 6) = (a ,,..., a,; b ,,..., b,) and 
AE Par(n). We denote by s<&,)(A) the number of (k, I) semistandard 
tableaux of shape ;1 and type (a; b ). 
Remark. In the classical case I= 0, if (a) = ,u E H(k, 0; n) then 
s,,,(n)= k,,, are the Kostka number [13, p. 561. 
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3.23. LEMMA. 
[(a,)] 63 “. 6 [(%)I 63 [(l”‘)] 63 .‘. 63 [(lb’)] = c S<,,,>(A)[Al. 
1 E H(k.l;n) 
Proof: Set 
[(a,)1 63 ... 6% C(l”‘)l= 1 ~,,,,,(~K~l 
A E Par(n) 
so that Lemma 3.23 is equivalent to s<~;~)(A) = FCaib>(A) for all A. 
If I = 0, the lemma is just Young’s rule. We proceed by induction on 1. 
Recall that for any partition v and positive integer b 
cm3cu”)1=~ (CA1 I A- v is a (skew) vertical strip of length b}. 
Since s,,:,,(A) was defined by that rule, 
QJ;6,(4 = c {f<u I,..., a:6 ,.._.. b,-,>(V) I 
A- v is a vertical strip of length b,} 
It is quite obvious from the definition that 
S<a:b>(l) = c b<u I,..., @kk:b ,,..., h,&,)(V) I 
1- v is a vertical strip of length b,}, 
hence the proof follows by induction. Q.E.D. 
Recall that s,,,(i) is the number of (k, I) semistandard tableaux of shape 
A (2.4). 
The next theorem is a restatement of Theorem 3.20. 
3.24. THEOREM. Let W= V@” with (k, 1) structure as an S, module. Then 
xs,( w = c Sk,/(~). [Al. 
2. t H(k,/;n) 
ProoJ The S, action on W preserves the types of monomials. 
Moreover, if a monomial w  is of type (a; b) then it appears in 
w(a; b) * FS,, where w(a; 6) is defined in 3.21. Therefore 
W=CO{w(a;b)*FS,Ia,+...+a,+b,+...+b,=rl}. 
The theorem is now immediate from 3.21 and 3.23. Q.E.D. 
In 3.26 we give an application of the Hook Theorem to Kronecker 
products of S, characters. Both 3.26(a) and its proof are hook analogues of 
[ 15, Theorem 121. Part (b) is the hook analogue of [16, Theorem 41. The 
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proof there uses asymptotic methods. It is less simple than the one given 
here, but it yields further information on multiplicaties. The idea of the 
proof here was suggested to us by R. Stanley. A second, “asymptotic” proof 
of (b) is given in Section 7, a proof that yields that further information 
about multiplicaties. 
3.25. DEFINITION. We define the partitions of n that lit snuggly in the 
hook H(k, I; n) to be 
H’(k, I; n) = H(k, 1; n) - (H(k, I - 1; n) u H(k - 1, I; n)). 
3.26. THEOREM. (a) Let VEfw,, l,;n), PEfw2, b;n), k= 
k, k, + I, 12, and I = k, l2 + k,l, , and let [A] be an irreducible S,-character 
occurring in the Kronecker (inner) product [v] @ [p]. Then I E H(k, I; n). 
(b) For 1~ H(k, I; n) there are v E H(k,, I,; n), pi H(k,, I,; n) such 
that [A] appears as an irreducible component of [p] Q [v]. In particular, tf 
n is large enough (n > Ik+ k+ I), then there are v E H(kI, 1,; n), 
,U E H(k,, I*; n) such that [Iv] @I [p] has irreducible components fitting 
snugly in H(k, I; n). 
Note that for large enough n, (b) implies that (a) is the strongest 
possible statement. 
Proof (a) For i= 1,2, choose spaces Ti, Uj with dim Ti= ki, 
dim Ui = 1; and let Vi = Ti@ Ui, Wi = V”“. Let Wi have the principal (ki, Zi) 
structure as a right FS, module. By 3.7(b), Wi contains an irreducible sub- 
module Mi such that xs,(M,)= [v] and xS,,(MZ) = [p]. It follows that 
W, @ W,, with the (right) diagonal action of S,, contains an FS, sub- 
module N such that xs,(N) = [v] @ [p] (2 [A]). 
On the other hand, W, @ W, = VF” @ Vy” = (V, 0 V2)@“’ = W, and by 
1.10(b) W has a (k, I) structure, so the proof follows from the Hook 
Theorem 3.24. 
(b) Follows immediately from 3.24 and the identification (FS, 
isomorphism) VP”@ Vpn= (V, @I I’*)@‘? For any I E H(k, I;n), [A] 
appears in xsn(( VI 0 VP? = xs,( VYn 0 VP? = xsn( V”)Qx,( VY?. 
Q.E.D. 
4. REPRESENTATIONS OF pl( V) 
4.1. DEFINITION. Let I’@“’ have a (k, I) structure. Then the Z/22 
grading V= r@ U = V0 @ VT induces a Z/22 grading of End( I’), namely 
End(V {AoEnd(V) 1 A(Vj)c Vi+j, j=O,i (mod2)), 
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-- 
i= 0, 1 (mod 2) [S]. Following [ 173 we write End(V) = pl( k’) for the Lie 
superalgebra associated with this grading. It is immediate that with this 
grading, 
(a) if A, BE End(V) are homogeneous, then 
deg(A . B) = deg A + deg B 
and 
(b) if A E End( V), u E V are homogeneous, then 
deg(dv) = deg A + deg u. 
Let {tl ,..., t,, 24 ,,..., u/} E V be a basis inducing the given (k, I) structure. Set 
tt, ,“‘> u,) = !=, ,..., zk + , ) and let Eii~ End(V) be given by Eii(z,) = 6,~~. We 
choose {E,I ldi,j<kork+l,<i,j<k+l}asabasisfortheelementsof 
degree zero and 
{E,I l~i~k,k+l~j~k+l}u{E,lkS16ibk+L l<j<k} 
as a basis for the elements of degree one. 
4.2. DEFINITION. Let p: FS, + End( P”) be the representation 
associated with the given (k, I) structure (1.1 1 ), then p defines an S, action 
on End( V)On via conjugation: if 
A E End(Y)@ and CJES, then define A *a=p(o)oA,~p(a~‘). 
4.3. THEOREM. Let V@” have a (k, I) structure as a right FS, module and 
let S, act on End( If@“) as in 4.2. Then, with the basis chosen in 4.1., 
End( V@“) has a (k2 + I’, 2kl) structure. 
Proof: Using the notations of 1.9, we first establish 
(Eii,lO ‘.. OEtnjn) * 0 (o~,P(a)@(E,,~,O “’ OEin,n)oP!a-‘)) 
(4.3.1) 
hence End( Van) is a sign permutation module with sign function E’ defined 
on double sequences (i,j) = ( (il, j,),..., (i,, j,)) and 0 E S, such that 
~‘((i,j), a) =&((i),, a-l) I, a). To do this we apply both sides of (4.3.1) 
to a monomial (v)=~I, 0 ... Ov,. Denote z,,,,@ ... @z,,~~=z(~,~. Clearly, 
if v # z~,)~ then both sides of (4.3.1) are zero. So, assume v = z~i),, apply both 
sides of (4.3.1) to zci,,; it is easy to check that equality holds. 
To check the (k2 + I’, 2kl) structure, assume w.1.o.g. that 0 = (1, 2) and 
E,,,l = Ejljz, i.e., i1 = i, and j, = j,. Since d = gP1 = (1, 2) and i, = i,, 
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I,, a-‘) = I, a). There are four cases to check, depending on whether 
ii, jl belong to [l, k] or to [k+ 1, k + Z]. Write (x) = (x ,,..., x,) and let 
(x)=(i) or (j). If x, =X~E [l, k], then E( (x), 0) = +l and if 
x1 = x2 E [k + 1, k + Z] then 6((x), a) = -1. The (k2 + 12, 2kl) property now 
follows. Q.E.D. 
4.4. DEFINITION. Let t, ,..., tk, u1 ,..., U/E I/ be a basis as in 4.1, then let 
JE End(V) be the endomorphism corresponding to the matrix (8 O,,). 
Clearly JE End(V),. For any homogeneous v E V it is easy to see that 
(a) Ju = ( - 1 )deg” u. 
Similarly, for any homogeneous A E End( V) 
(b) JA = (- l)degA AZ. 
If A E End(V) is homogeneous, we set 
if deg A = b, where Z = ($ y,) 
if degA =i. 
4.5. Remarks. Let A, BE End(V), v E I/ be homogeneous. Then the 
following are easy consequences of 4.4: 
(a) 6,~ = (- l)degA deg” u, 
(b) 8AB=(-l)de~adegsB&, 
(c) s’,=z, 
(d) d,d,=hd,, 
(e) 6,6,=6,,, if AB#O. 
4.6. DEFINITION. For each n > 0 define D,: End(V) -+ End( Vmn) (also 
denoted N : End( V) + End( I’@“)) first for homogeneous A E End( V) by 
D,(A)=A”=C;=, Bfi--l @A 0 I@“-‘, then extend by linearity. 
4.7. Note that when V= V0 = T, Definition 4.6 reduces to the 
classical definition A” = C;= 1 I@“-’ @A @ ZBnPi [3, 1.2.141. In that case 
End(V)=gl( V), {A” 1 A eEnd(V)} (and the algebra it generates) is a Lie 
algebra and D, is a Lie algebra homomorphism. Here we have the 
superanalogue: 
LEMMA. Let D, (or -) be as in 4.6. Then it is a Lie superalgebra 
homomorphism. 
We remind the reader that this statement means that D, is a 
linear transformation and that for all homogeneous A, B E End(V), 
,-~-(-,)degAdegBBA”=(~B-(-l)degAdegB~~)-- 
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Proof Let A, B be homogeneous, then compute 
m-(-l) deg A degB BJ 
i @l-lQA@p~’ 
i=l >( 
i gcylQBQp’“+ 
j=l > 
-C-l) deg A degL3 i @-‘@BQZ@‘“-’ i @-‘QAQZ”“-’ . 
j= 1 )( i=l > 
(4.7.1) 
By 4.5b, d, if i # j then 
(6 ~i~IQAQZO”~i)(6~j-‘QBQZ~‘“-J) 
=(_l)degAdegB(8BOi~1QBQZ~~~j)(S~;-lQAQZ~~~i). 
So, in (4.7.1 ) all terms cancel except for i = j. 
Assume first that AB#O, i.e., 6,6,=JA8. The difference (4.7.1) gives 
as required. If AB = 0 # BA, multiply the equation to be proven by 
C-1) degAdegB to switch the role of A and B: The above proof applies. If 
AB = BA = 0, then both sides are zero. Q.E.D. 
4.8. Remark. To relate the above to the literature we make the follow- 
ing remarks. However, these remarks will not be used in the sequel. 
‘K 
T( V) = c 0 V@” is an (associative) superalgebra in a natural way. 
n=O 
Lemma 4.7 then defines an action of End(V) on r(V) = r( V)aO T( V)r, 
i.e., we have a representation of End( V) as a Lie superalgebra p: End(V) + 
End(T( V)) given by p(A) = nrZo D,(A) (direct product). 
It is easy to check that for each homogeneous AE End( V), p(A) is a 
superderivation of the superalgebra T(V) [ 171. One can now generalize 
[ 3, 1.2.141 to Lie superalgebras. 
4.9. Remark. Now fix n > 1 and assume that V@‘” has the principal 
(k, I) structure (1.9) under the decomposition V= TO U= V. @ VT. In the 
classical case of I = 0, a basic theorem of Schur shows that the image of 
End( V) under D, (as well as the image of GL( V) acting by the diagonal 
action) generate End,( VBn). Schur’s original elegant proof used that 
diagonal action. Our next goal is to generalize this theorem, i.e., to show 
that for any k, I the associative algebra generated by the image of D, equals 
the centralizer of y?(FS,) in End( VBH). The proof we give specializes, in the 
case I= 0, to a new proof of that theorem of Schur. 
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4.10. LEMMA. Let v, ,..., v, E V be homogeneous. Then 
(VIQ ... Qv,) * (i, i+ 1) 
=(-1) deg 0, deg w  + I .v,Q ... @V~-~@vi+~Ovj@V~+~@ “’ @V,. 
ProoJ By the definition of the principal (k, I) structure if suffices to 
prove that 
f,((i, i+ l))=(-l)deg”,degu,+I, 
where Z=ZU(v,Q ... 6 v,) (1.3). This is done by separately considering 
the four possible cases. The details are left to the reader. Q.E.D. 
4.11. LEMMA. Let Cl ,..., c,~End( V) be homogeneous, (4.1), write hi, 
6i+ 1 for ~C,P ~c,+,Y (4.4) and let S, act on End( I’@‘“) as in 4.2. Then 
(Cl 0 ... QC,) * (i, i+ 1) 
= c, Q ‘*’ QCi_,Q6iCi+,QCjSi+~QCi+~Q “’ QC”. 
Proox Let v, ,..., V,E V be homogeneous and calculate 
[(Cl 0 ... QC,)* (i, i+ l)](vrO ... Ov,) 
=C$(i.i+l)“(c10 “’ Oc~)o~(i,j+~~l(v~O “* Ovn) 
= CJ/(i,i+ 1)’ Ccl 0 “’ 0 cn)l 
((-1) deg”,deg”,+l v,Q ... QVi,,QViQ **. Qv,) 
=IC/(i,i+l)((-l)deg”,deg~,+‘C,v,O ... @civi+loci+~vi@ ... @C,v,) 
=(-1) degu,degu,+r(_l)degC,~,+IdegC,+I~,~~~,Q . . . QC~+,~~ 
Qcivi+lQ ... QC,v,,. 
Hence only the sign needs to be checked. 
BY 4.4(a), 
=(-1) deg(C,+Iu,)degCt (-l)d%G+~d~, Ci+lviQcivi+,. 
Finally, to show that 
C-1) deg(C,+I~i)degCi(_1)degCicIdegui=(_1)degu,dcgu,+I (-1)degC,u,t1degCit1u, 
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check by 4.1(b) that 
deg Cl+, videgCi+degCi+,degvi 
= deg vi deg vi+, +degCi+,videgC,v,+, (mod2). Q.E.D. 
4.12. Denote s = CotFS, o E FS,. 
4.13. LEMMA. For an)’ C E End( V), 
(c@z@“-‘) *s=(n-l)!D,(C)=(n-l)!? (4.6). 
Proof By linearity in C, e, assume w.1.o.g. that C is homogeneous. 
Then 
= f 1 ((COP- )) * a) * (1, 2 )..., j). (4.13.1) 
/=I 0(lJ=l 
If O( 1) = 1, then g can be written as a product z, . . . rm where each r is a 
transposition of consecutive integers and each t fixes 1. Hence 4.11 implies 
that for such CJ, 
(C@Z@"-L )*o=c@z@"-L. 
Substitution into (4.13.1) yields 
(,@I@-‘) *s=(n-l)! i (C@Z@+‘)*(1,2 )...) j). 
,=l 
Finally an easy induction argument on j, based on 4.11 and (l,..., j) = 
(l,..., j- l)(j- l,j), yields 
(C@zQ”-’ ) * (1,2 ,..., j)=S~~ip'OC@Z@'"pj. 
so 
(@I@“-‘)*s=(n-l)!C. Q.E.D. 
The “super-analogue” of Schur’s double centralizing theorem is 
4.14. THEOREM. Let V= T@ U and let Y@” have the principal (k, I) 
structure as a right FS, module. Denote by B = B(k, 1; n) E End( VBn) the 
associative subalgebra generated by {? 1 c E End( V)}. Then &k, I; n) = 
Hom,fl( V@“, V@“), i.e., B= B (3.2). 
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Proof. By 4.13, each c commutes with the action of S,, so the algebra 
generated by them is contained in Horn&V@“, P”). 
We define 
X, = Span,{ c, . * * e, I C,,..., C, E End(V), homogeneous}; 
Y,=Span,{(C,@ *a. @C,@I@‘“-‘) * s 1 C, ,..., C,cEnd(V), 
homogeneous, s as in 4.12). 
Note that X, z X, c * * ., and X,X, E X,, b. Also, by 4.12 and since 
char F = 0, Y, = Horn& V @* Ven). To prove the theorem we show by ,
induction that X, 2 Y,, a = 1,2 ,..., n. 
a= 1. Done by 4.13. 
a - 1 implies a. Choose any homogeneous C, ,..., C, E End( Y). We 
prove the theorem by showing that (C, @ . * * 0 C, 0 Ie’,n-a) * s E X,. Let 
6 = 6, and C,! = Ci6, i= 1,2 ,..., a - 1. By induction 
((c;Q ..* Qc~_,Qz~“~“+‘)*S)oZC,EX,. (4.14.1) 
We calculate 
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j= 1 
The first term which is in Y, is, by induction, in X,- , G X,, so by (4.14.1), 
i tc;so . . . QC~~~~QS~‘~“QC,QZ~‘“-‘)*SEX,. (4.14.2) 
j=o 
Fix j, a < j d n, and consider the summand 
(c;sQ ... Qc~~,sQs~“-“Qc,Qz~‘“~‘)*s. 
Since d2 = Z, this equals 
(C, 0 . . . ~c,_,~s0j~~Qc,Qz0”~j)*~. 
By repeated use of 4.11, 
(C,Q ... Qc,~,Qs~~-“Qc,Qz~“-‘) 
* [(a, a- l)(a- 1, a-2)...(j+ 1,j)l 
=(C,Q ... QCoQz-a). 
Since vs = s for all q E S,, this implies that 
(C,Q ‘.. Qc,~,Qs~i’-“Qc,Qz~“~‘)*s 
=(C,Q ... QCaQz-y *s. 
Substituting into (1.14.2) yields 
(n-a+l)(C,@ ... @C,Oz@~P”)*sEX, 
so 
(C,Q ... QC,Qz@n-“)*sEXa. Q.E.D. 
4.15. Remark. Note that the classical theory of Schur, 4.14, and 3.2 in 
fact implies the following double centralizer statement: 
Let E=End(P”“), B=&k,f;n)=B(k,f;n), A=A(~,I;~)=$(FS,)GE. 
Then C,(A) = B and C,(B) = A, where C,( - ) denotes the centralizer in E. 
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We shall later need 
4.16. DEFINITION. Let End(V) = (End( ?‘))a@ (End(V)), as in (4.1). 
Then denote the subalgebra generated by D,((End( V))a) by B,(k, I; n) (d 
for diagonal). 
Note that B,(k, I; n) c (B(k, I; n))a. As in the classical case, BAk, 1; n) is 
spanned over F by (Pn I P E (End(V)),}. 
4.17. LEMMA. Let V@” have any (k, 1) structure as a right FS, module 
and denote the subspace of invariant vectors under this action by 
inv(k, I; n) c V@‘. Then 
diminv(k, kn)= c 
m;I:ni (n-;‘ly - l)(i). 
Proof: As in 4.14, the space of S, invariant elements of I/@‘” is V@” * s, 
where s = COGS” cr. But s in the (semi)idempotent on the partition (n), so, 
by 3.18, the dimension of I/@” + s equals the number of (k, I) semistandard 
tableaux on the diagram 
(n) = . . . 
Now (1) = the number of strictly increasing sequences of length i in 
{ u1 ,..., u,}; the number of weakly increasing sequences of length n - i in 
it 1 ,--*, tk} is classically known to be (+i+:- ‘), and the lemma is 
immediate. Q.E.D. 
Note that with the classical action of S, on I’@“” (i.e., 1= 0), the dimen- 
sion of the invariant vectors is known to be (k:!r ‘). 
4.18. THEOREM. Dim, B(k, 1; n) = CF!$n,2k1) (n-Lf+k2+‘i- ‘)( ‘f’). 
Proof: Follows from 4.2, 4.3, 4.15, and 4.17. Q.E.D. 
4.19. Remark. Let P,,,(n) = C,“=0 dim[inv(k, I; n)] tm. In the classical 
case I = 0, one can show that P&n) = (l/( 1 - t))k. It follows from 4.17 that 
P,,,(n) = (1 + t)‘/( 1 - t)k. Also, from 4.18, the generating function for 
B(k, 1; n) is (1 + t)2ky( 1 - t)kZ+‘2. 
5. BRANCHING RULES 
5.1. Let V= T@U, dim T=k, dim U=l, T=span(t, ,..., tk}, 
U= span{u,,..., Us}, and let S, have the * (principal) action on V@“, which 
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defines B(k, I; n) (3.2). We saw that D,: pl( V) + B(k, 1; n) is a Lie 
superhomomorphism and that D,(pl( V)) generates B(k, I; n) (4.7), (4.15). 
Thus any (irreducible) B(k, 1; n) module is also an (irreducible) pl( V) 
module. 
5.2. Let V= r@ U as above, T’ = span{ t, ,..., t,- r }, u” = 
span{u,,..., u/-r }, v’=r’@U, V”=T@U”. We embed pl(v’)+pl(V), 
A’EPl( v’), A’-+Aepl(V), by AIV=A’, A(tk)=O. Similarly for 
pl( v’) + pl( V). More generally, let T, = span{ t, ,..., t,} z T, 0 <a G k, 
U, = span{ u1 ,..., u,}, 0 d b d 1, and V,,, = T, 0 U,. Clearly there is a 
similar embedding pl( Vu,b) -+ pl( V), thus making pl( V) modules into 
pl( Vu,h) modules. The problem we study here is how the pl( V) irreducible 
modules V@’ * e, (3.7) decompose, up to isomorphism, as pl( V,,b) 
modules. The answer is given in (5.4), (5.12) (5.13) (5.14), and it 
generalizes the classical Branching Rule for GL(k). 
5.3. We start with the case V,,, = v’. For each m > 0 and 
p E H(k - 1, I; m), choose a standard tableau TL”) = Tjp’( l,..., m) (no 
repetitions), and let e oP = e, E FS, be its corresponding idempotent. Then 
V ‘Orn * e, = M, is a (B(k - 1,l; m) hence) pl( V’) irreducible modules (3.7). 
Note that V’@” E V@‘” hence the * action of S, on V’@’ is defined. , 
We can now state 
5.4. THEOREM. Let i~H(k,I;n), A- asin (2.12), V’=r@U (5.2), then 
(M,, M, as in (5.3)), 
M,E c @M, as pl( v’) modules. 
pcti.- nH(k- I,l;m) 
The strategy of the proof is to construct, for each p E A- n H(k - 1, I; m), 
m 6 n, a submodule H, g A;, A, E M,, ii;i, E MA over pl( V’). Since these 
are pairwise non-isomorphic (3.8) and irreducible 
M,zNz c OM,. 
fird-nH(k-I,l;m) 
By (2.15) dim M, = dim N, which proves the theorem. The construction 
of the li;i,‘s is given in 5.5-5.11. 
5.5. DEFINITION. (a) Let m<n, then define fnPm: VBrn + V@” by 
f+,Jw’) = w’@ tpnpm; it h as the following properties (5.6). 
(b) A monomial MI E V@” is t,-right (or right-t,) if w  = w’@ tf’” Pm 
where w’ E V’@“; otherwise it is a monomial which is not right-t,. (Clearly, 
w  E V@’ is t,-right if and only if w  EJ~-,J V’@“).) Let g E S,. Then 0 is 
t,-right if (f,-,( VBm)) * 0 =f,-,( v’@“); otherwise it is not right-t,. 
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5.6. PROPERTIES. (a) Let PE I- n H(k- 1, I; m). Choose 7’:), Tie) 
(5.3) such that T’,) < T$O) (subtableau), so that all entries of 7’$; are larger 
than the entries of TF’. Now T’O) (r5.O)) induces an identification 
w’ - D,(w’) (w - D,(w)), between monomials w  E I”@“” (w E VBn) and 
(k- 1, 1) tableaux ((k, I) tableaux) of shape p (A) (3.9). It follows that if 
w’ - D&w’) then w  = w’ @ t,f’-“’ = DA(w) where the skew part A/p of DA(w) 
is filled with t,‘s (Fig. 5.6). 
(b) We have fn-,,,: Pm+ V@” is a pl( V’) module homomorphism; 
this follows from 5.1, 5.2, and 5.5. 
(c) Embed S, G S, by fixing m + l,..., n. Then eP E FS, is also in FS, 
and clearly, 
i.e., 
(w’ * e,)@ tpnpm = (w’@ tpnem) * e,, 
fn-Jw’ * e,)=f,-,(w’) * e,. 
5.7. Let e,, e, be as in 5.6(a), then define i%?,= I’@‘” * ej,, 
A?,, = (f,-,( V’“” * e,)) * ei.. Note that 
Clearly R, r MA and M, z V’@‘” * e,. 
AZ, = ( VBrn@ tp”-“) * e,e,. 
By 5.6(b) and (4.15) it is clear that 
ii?,, is a pl( V’) module homomorphic image of I”@“” * e,. Thus, by the 
irreducibility of MY, A, = M, if AZP # 0. 
We show that MP # 0 in 5.11. 
5.8. LEMMA. Let Fi), e,, Ti’), e, be as in 5.6(a). Let R, (C,) be the row 
(column) permutations of TIP). Then there exist tlie R,, r]i~ CA and y # 0 
such that 
e2 = Y C sgn(vji) oie,vj 
i. i 
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Proof Let R,, C, be the corresponding subgroups for Tp’. Since 
T(OJ < T!O) R c R and C, G C,. Choose coset representatives: P 1) P-P 
Rj.= u eiRr, CA= IJ c,qj. 
The proof follows from the definitions of ej,, e,. Q.E.D. 
5.9. LEMMA. Let w’ E V’@‘“, e,, e,, 8,, YIJ be as in 5.8 and assume that at 
least one of tli or vi is not right-t,. Then 
(Iv’@ tym ) * (e,ejeNqj) = +(not right-t, monomials). 
Proof Write M’ = w’@ tpnpm then clearly w  * e, is a combination of 
right-t, monomials. Let w, E P” be such a monomial. Write w1 = w; 0 
tpn - m = D ;.( ull ) and apply Oi. 
Assume fIi is not right-t,. Consider the tableau D,(w,) * Oi (see Fig. 5.9). 
By assumption on Bi there are rows with t, in the p subtableau. Let the 
lowest such row be the crth row, and in it distinguish a tk. Draw the ver- 
tical line L at a distance pl+ , (p = (pr, p2,...)) to the right of the left-hand 
edge and consider the area A which consists of the cells left of L. For any 
(k, /) tableau of shape 2 if the number of t,‘s in area A exceeds the number 
of x’ed boxes in area A, the corresponding monomial is not t,-right. But 
that is exactly what happens in our case, after applying e,qj since e, 
(e,=y, CptR,.KE~p sgn(ti) pti) leaves the x’ed cells fixed and clearly leaves 
xx 
diatlnguished ----.^  ‘i xx 
‘\\ ,.-----._ \ 
------- ------- 
(Y- 
r? 
‘k x 7 x 
------- ------- 
0xb,)+e2: 
. . 
. 
I 
L 
FIGURE 5.9 
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the distinguished tk in area A; moreover, q.i~ CA does not change that 
number. This proves the lemma when 8; is not right-t,. 
Assume now 0; is t,-right and qj not. This implies that 8; permutes the 
x’ed boxes among themselves, e, leaves them fixed and the proof easily 
follows by inspecting the corresponding diagram. Q.E.D. 
5.10. LEMMA. Let w’ E If’@“‘. Then, for e,, e2, y as in 5.9, 
(w’ 0 tpn - “) * (e,ei) = yp( w’ * e,) 0 tpnern + C (not t,-right monomials), 
/? > 0. (/I = the number of coset representatives 0; which are t,-right. It can 
be shown that P=(n,-p,)! (J.-P~)!....) 
ProoJ e,e, = y Ci,j sgn(qj) er8;epqj. Assume both 0; and vi are t,-right. 
Hence 8; = ribi where ci E R, and ri fixes the p boxes and permutes the x’ed 
boxes among themselves. Now aie, = e, and Tie, = e,zi, hence epBiepqj = 
rie,q,. Since qj is t,-right and p E 1-, we have YI/-E C,, hence e,qj = 
sgn(qj) e,. Thus, for such 8,, I]~, 
(w’@ t$+-“) * (sgn(qj) e,OiePqj)= (W’O tP”-“) * (r;eP) 
= (w’@ tP”-“) * e,. 
Note that since the 8,, qis were coset representatives (5.8) qj is t,-right 
only for one j (the trivial coset). With this notation, the proof now follows 
from 5.9 and the above argument. Q.E.D. 
5.11. COROLLARY. i?,#O. 
Proof. There exists a w’ E V’@“’ such that w’ * e, # 0 (3.15). Then, by 
5.10,0#(w’Ot~n-m)*ePe,EfVP. Q.E.D. 
The proof of Theorem 5.4 is now complete. 
We also have the conjugate of 5.4, namely 
5.12. THEOREM. Let 1e H(k, I; n), A* as in (2.12), V”= T@ v 0s in 
(w, and MA, M, as in (5.3). Then M~~~Cr.l*,H(k,l--,OM~, as pl(V”) 
modules. 
Proof: Modify (reflect) the definition of the idempotents e, to 
ei = Y  cpE Ri cK E Ci skdK) Icb instead of the usual definition 
eA=?CpsRiCKECi sgn(rc) PJC. One can check now that all the steps of the 
proof of 5.4 can now be conjugated to give a proof of 5.12. Q.E.D. 
Combining 5.4, 5.12, and 2.13 we obtain 
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5.13. THEOREM. With notations as above 
M; E c 
oMS”“‘” as pl( V,- ,,,- ,) modules. 
pe(i.*)mnH(k-I,ILII 
And, more generally, by the recursions 5.4 and 5.12 and by induction one 
can show: 
5.14. THEOREM. With notations as above and fixed k’ d k, I’ < I, 
M;.= c @MF’p-i’ as pl( V,.,,) modules, 
,, t H(k’.l’) 
1’ < i 
where m(p, A) = the number of (skew) (k -k’, I- I’) semistandard tableaux 
on A/p. 
6. HOOK SCHUR FUNCTIONS 
6.1. In Section 2, we studied the “hook” generalizations of 
semistandard tableaux, i.e., the (k, 1) semistandard tableaux. In this section 
we define and study the hook analogues of Schur functions and Kostka 
numbers. These share many of the basic properties of the classical objects, 
and like these objects, they are useful tools in studying pl( V) represen- 
tations. 
. 6.2. Let s, ,..., .Y~, y,,..., ~1, be two given sets of commutative 
variables and write (x, ,..., xk, J, ,..., y,) = (z, ‘..., -7k + I ). Let ,? be any skew 
diagram and let T, be a (k, I) skew tableaux of type (a, ,..., a,; b, ,..., 6,) 
(3.22). It is customary to write zTi = z’;’ ... z?+, [13]; however, to 
emphasize the different role played by the x’s and the y’s, we shall write 
-‘; = T,(x, ,..., L x,; y ,,..., y,). Thus, when I=O, Equation (5.12) in [13] 
becomes 
S,(x, ,..., XJ = c T,(x, ,..., -‘c,c ), 
TA semistandard 
(on I,....k) 
where 1 is a skew tableau and S; its corresponding Schur function. 
6.3. DEFINITION. Let 2~ Par(n). Then the Hook Schur function HSA is 
defined as follows, for any k, 1, 
HS,(x, ,..., xk; .~I,-,y,)= c s,( x1 ,..., xk) sl.‘,lr’(yI ,-.., Y,), 
P’A 
where 1”‘/$ is the conjugate of the skew partition A//J. The skew Schur 
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function S,,,,(y, ,..., yr) is calculated by S,,,@ = C, C&S,, where the coef- 
ficients Cj, are determined by the Littlewood-Richardson rule [ 13, p. 683. 
Note that SJxi,..., xk) #O if and only if ,ue Ak = H(k, 0), while 
Snyp.(Y1,..., y,) # 0 if and only if the length of each row of the skew diagram 
A/p is ~1. It follows that if HS (x 1 I,..., xk; yi ,...) y,) # 0 then 3, E H(k, I; n). 
The converse is an obvious corollary of the following. 
6.4. LEMMA. The polynomials { HS,(x, ,..., x,; y ,,..., y,) 1 J E H(k, 1; n)} 
are linearly independent. 
Proof. Assume not. Then there are az)s, not all zero, such that 
o= 1 ~AHSA(X, T... ,  xk; Y I Y---Y Y,) 
1 E H(k,l;n) 
= C 6 C S,(x) SA~,,~(Y 1 
A E H(k,/;n) C’A 
pEA~(n’),n’<n 
= 1 S,(x) c GG,,,(Y). 
P E h(n’) 1 E H(k,/;n) 
n’ < n l>P 
Since { S,(xi ,..., xk) 1 p E n,(n), n’<n} is independent [13], for any n’<n 
and p E &(n’) 
Amongst 1~H(k, 1; n) with aA #O, pick v = (v,, v*,...) for which 
v1+ *** + vk is maximal. Thus, if 1 E H(k, 1; n) with r,‘(v) $ rk(n), (2.19) 
then aA = 0. Call now ,!i = rk(v). Then 
o= 1 clJ.sj.‘/pf(Y) 
I. E H(k,l;n) 
/i Q 2. 
= c ” + 2 ‘1. 
i. E H(k,l;n) Is H(k,/;n) 
41,) = 42) W(Y) g rk(j.) 
By the previous remark, the second term is zero; hence 
c alsl*,ji(Y) = 0. 
1 E H(k,l:n) 
rt(l) = w(y) 
This is a combination of Schur functions of distinct diagrams (proper, not 
jUSt skew!) hence, for A E H(k, k n) with t,(n) = r,(v), a1 = 0. In partidar, 
a, = 0. Contradiction. Q.E.D. 
607.‘6“2-5 
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6.5. COROLLARY. HSA(x, ,..., x,; y ,,..., y,) # 0 $ and onZy if A E H(k, 1; n). 
This corollary, as well as Definition 6.3, shows the “hook” feature of the 
HS,‘s. 
6.6. Let now l~/i,(n)= H(k, 0; n) and let cpik) be the 
corresponding character(istic) of GL(k, C) (the Lie group, not algebra), 
then 
= (pj.k)(xl,-., xk) = sA(x, ,..., xk) [2, Chap. VI J. 
We now give the hook analogues of these results. 
To calculate ~~5.~1 one chooses 
Xl 0 
p= 
t 1 
. . . E GL(k) = GL( u) (dim V= k) 
0 xk 
and an irreducible GL(k) submodule M, 5 VBn that corresponds to 1, 
applies the group representation P + Pan, then calculates trMi(PBn), the 
trace of P@’ restricted to M,. This is 
[2, Chap. 61. 
We now imitate these procedures in the hook case. 
6.7. A pl( V) module A4 is, by restriction, an (End( Y))e hence, by 
exponentiating that Lie algebra, is a GL(k) x GL(I) module. If MS I’@‘” 
and pl( V) acts on I’@’ via - (4.6); then for PE GL(k) x GL(I) the action of 
P on I’@‘” (hence on M) is given by Pan. 
We now make the following 
6.8. DEFINITION. For each isomorphism type (M,} of the pl( V) 
modules (5.1) let cpi. ck,‘) be the corresponding GL(k) x GL(1) character, i.e., 
trace applied to the group representation given by the module M, over 
GL(k) x GL(I), (see 6.14). 
Note. It is well known that cplk*‘) is completely determined by its values 
on diagonal matrices. 
6.9. LEMMA. Let dim T= k, dim U = 1, V= TO U. Choose bases 
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t, ,..., tk E T, u1 ,..., Z+E U and give W= I/@‘” the principal (k, I) structure as a 
right FS,, module. Let now 
End(V)3P= 
let e E FS,, and let w  E W be a monomial of type (a, ,..., a,; b, ,..., b,). Then 
PBn( w  * e) = x7’ . . . a? yil * * * yp( w  * e). 
Proof: First let w0 = t‘f’ . . . t’pufl. . . up (omitting the tensor symbol from 
W= Fe”). Then clearly 
For arbitrary w, there exists 0 E S, and E = kl such that w  = E(w,, * 0). 
Since PE (End(V)),, PBn commutes with the * action of PS, on V’s’n, and 
the proof follows. Q.E.D. 
6.10. THEOREM. Let V= TO U as in (6.7). Write W= I/@-“” = 
c YE H(k,l;.) WV (3.2), let A E H(k, 1; n) and let W, I> W * e, = M, be one of the 
irreducible submodules of WA (3.7). Let P E End(V) as in 6.7. Then 
(a) frMi(p@n) = C~j.i(k,l)semistandard Ti(Xt T - .T  Xk ; Y I y-.9 YI) 
and also 
W tr,#@“) = H%,..., xk; Y1 ,..., Yd 
Proof (a) By (3.18), { w  * e, 1 w  a monomial in W corresponding to a 
(k, I) semistandard tableau} is a basis for MA. Let w  E W be a monomial 
identified with TA (3.9). Then by 6.7, P@“(w * eA) = TA(x,,..., x,; 
Y 1 v..., y,)(w * el). Part (a) now follows. 
(b) By part (a), the definition of (k, l) semistandard, and by [ 13, 
(5.1211, 
tr,,(P@“) = 1 TAXI ,..., xk; Y 1 ,a.., .I’,) 
T.dk,l) 
semistandard 
= 1 ( c Tp(X,v-, Xd)( c TA,~(Y,,..., Y,)) 
P<l T,tW.O) G/~(W) 
semistandard semistandard 
= 1 s,(x, >-..P xk) s,v,/h’, P..., y,) = HS,dx, ,... , xk; J’, ,..., J’,). 
P<l 
Q.E.D. 
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As an immediate application we now determine how the pl( I’) 
irreducible module Mn = V@” * e, decomposes into (End( I’)),, or, 
equivalently, into GL(I) x GL(k)-irreducible modules. If p E H(k, 0; n) = 
/l,(n), denote by N$‘) the corresponding GL(k) irreducible module (see also 
[ 10, p. 6221). 
6.11. THEOREM. Let Mj, = If@” * e,. Then, as GL(k) x GL(1) modules 
M, g c c @(Nhk’@ N;“)% (see 6.3). 
p 4 i. v 
proof: Calculate the trace of P@” on both sides: On MA it yields 
I-IS,@, ,..., x,; Y, ,..., Y,), but 
HS&;y) = 1 S,(x) S,,,,/(Y)= 1 1 c;‘J,(x) S,(Y) 
p<A U<A Y 
which equals to that on the left. Q.E.D. 
6.12. Applying 6.10 we now give an explicit formula (6.20) for 
HS,(x; y), hence for Sk,,(A), for most partitions 1 E H(k, 1). 
LEMMA. Let a ,,..., ak, b ,,..., b,>O be integers, a,+ ..* +b,=n, and 
1 E Par(n). Then the coefficient of x7’ . . . x;fkyil. . . yp in HSl(x, ,..., x~; 
ylr..., y,) equals the multiplicity of [A] in [(a,)] 6 ... 6 [(Us)] @ 
[(lb’)] 6 ... 6 [(lb’)]. 
Proof Since HS,(x, ,..., xk ; yl ,..., ,I,) = C7;,(k,l)semistandard T,(x, ,..., xk; 
y, ,..., y,), that coefficient equals the number of (k, I) semistandard tableaux 
of type (a ,,..., ak; b, ,..., b,). By Young’s rule, this number equals the above 
multiplicity. Q.E.D. 
6.13. THEOREM. Let J.~Par(n). Then 
MAX,,..., x,; y, ,...I Yr) = HS,&, >..., .I’,; XI ,..., xk). 
Proof: Let a, + . . . + ak + b, + . . . + b,= n. Then 
the coefficient of x7’ . . . yp in HS,(x, ,..., xk; y, ,..., yr) 
= the multiplicity of [A] 
in [(a,)] 6 ... 6% [(&)I 6 [(lb’)] 6 “. 6 [(lb’)1 
= the multiplicity of [n’] 
in ([(a,)] 6 ... @ [(lb’)])’ 
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= the multiplicity of [A’] 
in C(h)1 63 *a* 63 C(b)1 @ C(l”‘)l 63 ... 63 [(la91 
= the coefficient of ~9 * * * wp’zll * * * z;k in HSA(w, ,..., w,; z, ,..., zk). 
Set wi = yi, zj = xi, i = l,..., 1, j = l,..., k. Q.E.D. 
6.14. Notation. If A> (Ik), set ?(A) = v = v(A), (t”)(lZ’)) = p = ~(2) 
6.15. LEMMA. (a) If & > 21, then S,(y ,,..., y,) 1 HS,(x; y). 
(b) If&a2k, then S,(x ,,..., xk) 1 HS,(x,y). 
Proof. (a) HSA(xl ,..., xk; Y, ,..., Y,) = Co< i &4x) S,,dy). If SAX) # 0, 
then ht(6) < k, and if S,,,,(y) # 0, then Ak - 8, G 1. This implies that v is a 
connected component [ 13, Sect. l] of A’/&, hence [ 13, 5.71 s,(y) divides 
each S,,,,.(y) and so divides HS,(x; y). 
(b) HS,(x; y) = HSl.(y, ,..., y,; x1 ,..., xk) is divisible by S,(x, ,..., xk) 
by part (a). Q.E.D. 
6.16. LEMMA. Let 1~ Par(n) and m a positive integer. Denote by 
;1+ (mk) the partition (A, + m ,..., & + m, &+ 1, &+2 )... ). Then there is an 
injection i: { TA 1 (k, 1) semistandard tableaux on A} + { TA + (,,,k, 1 (k, 1) 
semistandard tableaux on A + (mk)} such that 
(a) If i(Td= TA+(,+ then 
Tn(x,,..., xk; Ylr-, Y,)- (XI ‘.’ Xk)m = TA+~,,,+, ,... , xk; YI,..., J’,) 
and 
(b) i is a bijection if and only if A> (lk). 
Proof. See Fig. 6.16. Now, i is clearly an injection and (a) follows 
trivially. To prove (b), assume first that 1~ (lk) and let T,, (,,+) be a (k, 1) 
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semistandard tableau, then (b) follows by showing that for 1 < j Q &+ , , 
the jth entry in the (k + 1)th row is > the (m +j)th entry in the kth row. 
If 1 $ (Ik), it is easy to construct such T).+(,,+, in which the (mk) 
rectangle contains some u-entries. Q.E.D. 
6.17. COROLLARY. (a) If A> (Ik) then 
HS,(xI ,..., x k; ~1,.--,Y,). (~1...xk)~=HSn+(mk~(x1, . . . . x,; y, ,... ,yJ. 
(b) Ifht(A)<k then 
Sj.(X,, . . . . -Y/J. (x1 ,..., X[Y = s1, (&(X1 ,..., Xk). 
Proof (a) is immediate from 6.16 and the formula HS,(x;y) = 
c T,.ck.lJ, semistandard T,(x, Y). Clearly, (b) is (a) in the case I = 0. Q.E.D. 
6.18. LEMMA. Zf 1> (fk) then S&x, ,..., xk) S,(y ,,..., y,) dioides 
HSi,(x, ,...> xk; Y,  ,..., Y,). 
Proof: By 6.17(a), HSA(x ,,..., xk; y, ,..., yr). (xi ...x~)‘=HS~+(F~(X~ ,..., 
x,; y, ,..., yr). Since (A + (Ik))k 221 the latter is divisible by S&y, ,..., y,). 
Since (x, . . . xk)’ is relatively prime to S,(y), S,(y) divides HS,(x; y). 
Using this result together with 6.13 one gets that s~(x,,..., xk) divides 
HS,,(y I,... , J’/; XI ,..., xk) = HS,(x,,..., x,; .Vl,... , J’,); and SO S,,(X) S,(Y) 
divides HS j.(x; y). Q.E.D. 
6.19. LEMMA. Zf A> (lk), 
HSj.(xI Y. . .Y xk; YI  >...y .I’,). 
then jJf= i nf=, (xi + yj) divides 
Proof: Note that the lemma is trivial unless k, I > 1, which we therefore 
assume. We will use induction on k + 1. If k + E= 2, then k = I = 1. Now, 
AEH(~, 1;n) implies A=(a, lb) and HS,(x,y)=x”-‘yb(x+y). If k+l>2, 
then either k or I > 2 and we may assume W.L.O.G. that k > 1, 13 2. 
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From the equation HS,(x; y) = CTACk,ljsemistandard T,(x; y) and from the 
definition of (k, I) semistandard it is easy to derive the branching formula 
HS,dxI,..., x,; Yl,...,Y,)= 1 I-&&l,..., x,; y, ,..., Y/-,) yp-“. 
t9el’ 
If 8 E A* then 8 > ((I- 1 )k) so, by induction I-If= 1 nl=: (xi + yj) divides 
each HSO and hence divides HS,(x;y). Permute the y’s cyclicly; since 
HS,(x;y) is symmetric in y I,..., JJ,, nF= 1 nfC2 (Xi+ yj) also divides it, 
hence their l.c.m., which is nf= 1 l-If= 1 (Xi + yj), divides HS,(x; y). Q.E.D. 
6.20. THEOREM. Zf 1> (l”), then 
HS,dx, >..., xk; Y,  >..., YI) = 
( 
h i (Xi + Yj) 
) 
Sp(X, T...P xk) Sv(Y, Y***T Y/J. 
i=l j=1 
Proof: The three factors on the right are relatively prime (substitute 
xi + -yj), thus by 6.18, 6.19, the right-hand side divides the left-hand side. 
Moreover, each has total degre n, so they must differ by a constant factor 
a = a(l): 
HSb,,..., x,; Y, >..., ~,)=a n (x.+Y.) S,(x) SAY). (6.20-l) 
(i,j ' '> 
To calculate CI compare the terms of maximal total degree in the x’s on 
both sides of (6.20.1). On the right this is cr(x, .. . xk)’ S,(x) S,(y). Now 
HS,(x; Y) = C 8< 1 S,(x) S,,,,.(y). To have maximal degree in the x’s, 0 
must equal ,u + (P), hence A’/& = v. The corresponding term is therefore 
S #+(dx) SAY) = (x1 *..xJk S,(x) S,(y) by 6.17. Thus a= 1. Q.E.D. 
The next theorem determines s+,(l), the number of (k, 1) semistandard 
tableaux on I (2.4) when 3, > (Ik). 
6.21. DEFINITION. Let ,ULE Par(n). Then denote the number of (k, 0) 
semistandard tableaux on p by sk(p). 
6.22. THEOREM. Let A> Uk), P = P(n) and v = v(l). Then 
sk,,(il) = 2k’sk(d sI(vh 
ProoJ: By Theorem 6.20, 
HSnb, ,..., s,(x)sv(Y)= 1 T,k Y 1. 
Substitute x, = ... = y,= 1. It is well known that SJl,..., 1) =s,&) and 
S”( L.., 1) = Sk(v), and the proof follows. Q.E.D. 
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6.23. Note that if A > (Ik), rk(A) = p + (rk), hence S&A) = s,Jr,JA)), 
and we have alternative formulation of Theorem 6.20: 
Sk,,(A) = 2%f(~d~)) %(~k(m. 
If A $ (P) we get a (strict) inequality: 
6.24. THEOREM. For any 1 E H(k, 1; n), S&A 
equality if and only if i > (Zk). 
) < zk’sk(Tk(n)) sl(zk(A)) with 
Proof: The case 1> (fk) is 6.22. If 1 $ (P) it is immediate that 
sk,l(A) $ sk,,(A + tzk)). 
By 6.22, s,,,(l+ (fk)) = 2k’+&,(A + (lk)) * s,(rk(l + (lk)). 
Finally this equals 2k’$k(rk(n))‘s[(rk(n)) by 6.17(b), and Sk(A) = 
S,(l)...) 1). Q.E.D. 
Note that the second branching rule 2.15(b) can be deduced from 2.15(a) 
and by conjugation (6.13). 
6.25. DEFINITION. We define 
Ack,‘) = span,{ HS,(x, ,..., ” x,; y, ,..., yl) 1 A E fW, I; n)}, 
then form Ack,” = C,“=O @ALk”). Clearly ,4(k*‘) G F[x, ,..., yl]. 
Remark. In the classical case I= 0, A = A (k,o) has an intrinsic definition 
as the invariant polynomials for Sk. So far we know of no similar charac- 
terization for /ltk,“, k, I > 0. 
6.26. PROPOSITION. Ack." is a ring. 
Prooj Let ;I E H(k, 1; m), p E H(k, 1; n). It is enough to prove that 
=5,(x, ,..., y,) . HS,(x, ,..., Y,) E A::‘,,. 
Let M, = Pm * e,, M, = I’@” * e,, and 
XI 0 
. 
P= xk 
!. I 
as in 6.7. 
Yl 
. . 
0 Yl 
Then trMj.@ Mfl (Pom+n) = HS,(x ,,..., y,). HS,(x ,,..., yJ. 
Embed f: S, + S,,, by fixing the last n coordinates and g: S, -+ S,,,+” 
by fixing the first m coordinates, and extend by linearity to the group 
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algebras. Let e=f(e,).g(e,)EFCS,+.l. Clearly ( Pm * el) @ 
(V’a’“*e,)=V’a’3”+n*e. Since eEFS,+, it follows that V’s’m+“*e is a 
B(k, I; m + n) submodule of I’@““+“. By (3.20) this implies that Mn @ M, = 
C @M, where each M, E V@‘” +JI is irreducible with v E H(k, I; m + n). The 
proposition now follows by calculating the trace of P@“’ on both sides. 
Q.E.D. 
6.27. EXAMPLE. Let k=l=l, write x1=x, y,=y, and let IZ=(a, lb), 
a+b=n. Then HSl(x,y)=x”--‘yb(x+y), hence A(‘~‘)=F@(x+y)F[x,y]. 
Thus A(‘,‘) is not a polynomial ring and F[x, y] is algebraic but not 
integral over n (I.1 ). 
6.28. Notation. Let I++~(x) = tij(x,,..., xk), 1 <j< k be the elementary 
symmetric functions in x,,..., xk and ,4’k’[x] = F[tj,(x),..., $k(x)]. 
Similarly, n(‘)[r] = /i”‘[yl ,..., y,] = F[$,(y) ,..., tj,(y)], and we write 
6.29. THEOREM. F[x, ,..., xk, y, ,..., y,] is algebraic over Ak*‘. 
Proof. Clearly F[x, ,..., JJ,] 1 F[$(x), 1,9(y)] 1 Ak,‘. By 6.20, nk”z 
(Ack)[x] @ ~(“[JJ]). n,j (xi + yi). The proof follows since F[+(x), J/(y)] is 
trivially algebraic over F[Jl(x), t&y)] . n, (xi + yi) and classically, 
F[x,,..., yl] is algebraic over F[$(x), NJ&J)] (F[x,,..., xk] is algebraic over 
Ack)[x], etc.). Q.E.D. 
It would be interesting to know whether rick*‘) is finitely generated and 
Cohen-Macaulay in general. 
We next study B(k, 1; n) modules. As a corollary to 6.4 we get 
6.30. THEOREM. Let M,, M2 be finite-dimensional B(k, I; n) modules. 
Then MI z M2 over B(k, I; n) if and only if MI z M2 over B,(k, I; n), (4.16). 
In other words, for such modules, M I z M, over pl( V) if and only ij 
M, z M, over (End( V))O. 
Proof Assume MI z M, over B,(k, 1; n) and, using the complete 
reducibility of B(k, I; n) (3.3) decompose M,, M2 over B(k, 1; n). 
M, g c $Mf;i, M,z 1 OMK”. 
A E H(k,l;n) A E H(k.[;n) 
(6.15.1) 
Let 
Xl 0 
P= . . i 1 0 A, . 
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Then P@” E B,(k, I; n), hence trM,(Pan) = trM2(PBn). Calculating tr,,(P@‘“) 
by (6.151) and 6.8, we get 
c pi. HS,(x; Y) = c 41 HS,(x; Y), 
A E H(k,/;n) i E H( k./;n ) 
hence by (6.4), pi. = ql. for all ,I E H(k, I; n) which proves the theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
We now further investigate Ak,’ and related rings. 
6.31. DEFINITION. @jlk”) = span,{ cplk,‘) ) II E H(k, I; n)>, 
6.32. Remark. By (6.4) { cpik”) 1 A E H(k, I; n)} is a basis for @p’) and, 
since HS,(x,,..., y,) are homogeneous polynomials of degree n, Qck,‘) = 
cp= o @@fkJJ. 
With the obvious definitions we clearly have 
@;J( p) = /ILk-” and @lW( p) = A W.0, 
where 
P= . 
The S,-characters reflect similar phenomena: 
6.33. DEFINITION. (a) Let IIIZ Par(n), [A] the corresponding 
S,-character. Following [ 13, p. 603 we write 
R” = span,{ [A.] 1 I E Par(n)}. 
(b) Given k >O, detine R;: = span,([A] 1 1~ H(k, 0; n)} and more 
generally, for k, 12 0, k + I> 0, define R;, = span,{ [A] 1 ;1 E H(k, I; n)}. 
(cl Let R=C,“=, @R” and R,,,=~,“=,@R;,,. 
Remark. There is an obvious multiplication (hence a ring structure) on 
R given by the Littlewood-Richardson rule. This induces a multiplication 
on Rk., as follows: 
6.34. DEFINITION. For A E H(k, 1; m), ,u E H(k, I; n) use the Littlewood- 
Richardson rule to write [A] 6 [p] =CVEPar(nj m,[v], and then define 
CA1 ’ bl =CvGH(k,l;n) mv[vl. 
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6.35. One can easily check that with this multiplication Rk,, is a 
ring. Moreover, exactly as in the classical case (or by the proof of 6.12), 
cpikJ c) [A], I E H(k, 1; n) is a ring isomorphism between @(k*‘) and Rk,,. 
As in the classical case we now study other possible bases for R;,, and the 
transition matrices between them. 
6.36. DEFINITION. Write 
s(k, /in)= {(U;b)= (U, ,..., Uk;b, ,..., b,) 1 (U)E/ik(n’), 
(b) E A,(n”), n’ + n” = n}. 
(Clearly, X(k, 0; n) = n,(n) = H(k, 0; n).) Let now (a; b) E X(k, 1; n) and 
define 
and 
x(a)= [(al)] 6 “’ @ [tak)l 
X(a; b)= [(a,)] 6 .” 6 [(ad] 6 [(lb’)] 6 “’ @ [(lb’)]. 
Note that ~(a; b) is the S, character of ~(a; b) * FS, (3.21). 
Finally, denote 
and 
Pk.,= span,{X(a; 6) I (a; b) E H(k, 1; n)}. 
6.37. Note that by 3.23, Rk,,c Rg.,. Similarly (or directly from 
Young’s rule), Rk c R[t. It is important to remark here that if k, I $ 0 then, 
generally, 
card(H(k, I; n)) 5 card(X(k, 1; n)) 
hence, generally, the characters 
{~(a;@ I (a;b)~Wk,I;n)} 
are not independent. 
6.38. We consider the classical case I = 0: In that case (a; b ) 
reduces to (a) and &, R;,, to Pk, R;. The equality fik = R; is proven, for 
example, in [7, Chap. 191. Since the spanning sets for each have the same 
cardinality, card(H(k, 0; n)), (x(a) I (a) E H(k, 0; n)} is a second basis for 
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R;. The transition matrix between the two bases is given by the Kostka 
matrix (K,,J [13, p. 561 or its inverse. 
The analogue to that for Rjt,, is given below. 
6.39. DEFINITION. Fix k, 1. Let 2, v E H(k, I; n) and let (a; b) = 
(t,(n); ?(A)). Then K$~)=s<,,~>(v). 
6.40. COROLLARY. With the natural ordering of partitions, the square 
positive integer matrix (Ktfi’))Y,I is lower triangular with l’s on the main 
diagonal. Hence, it has an inverse (with integer entries). 
6.41. Proof of 6.39. In matrix notation, 
(x(t/A~k s”(4)) = Wl:i’NCvl)~ 
The proof is obtained by inverting (Kit{)). Q.E.D. 
6.42. Remark. Many parts of Section 6 could have been done with the 
integers Z replacing F. 
7. ASYMPTOTICS 
7.1. Let h(k, I; n) = Card(H(k, I; n)). In this section we apply a 
classical combinatorial argument [S, p. 311 to calculate h(k, I; n). Let 
H’(k, 1; n) E H(k, 1; n) be the partitions which tit “snugly” in the (k, I) hook, 
i.e., H’(k,I;n)=H(k,f;n)-H(k,l-l;n)-H(k-l,I;n), and denote 
h’(k, I; n) =card(H’(k, I; n)). Note that if n $ (k+ 1)(1+ l)- 1 then 
H’(k, I; n) = @ and h’(k, 1; n) = 0. 
7.2. The following is a known combinatorial property which we 
choose to restate for the sake of clarity: 
Let {a,}, k = 1, 2 ,..., be integers. Let 0 <m be fixed and fix 0 <n, cm. 
Assume there is a polynomial p,,(x) with leading term axd such that for all 
nzn, (modm), a,-ua,- m = p,,(n). Then there exists a polynomial qJx), 
with leading term (a/m(d+ 1)) xdf’, such that for all n=n, (mod m), 
a, = q,,(n). Thus, if the above condition holds for all n,, 0 G n, <m (m is 
fixed), we obtain m polynomials qJx),..., qmml(x), all with the same 
leading term, such that a, = q,,,,(n) if n -n, (mod m). Note that coefficients 
of lower terms may differ. 
This property is applied in [S, p. 311 to show: Let m = k!; then for each 
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O<‘n, < k! there is a polynomial q,Jx), all with the same leading term 
(l/k!(k - l)!) xA- ‘, such that 
h’(k, 0; n) = q,,,,(n) provided that n >, k and n 3 n, (mod k!). 
We generalize this as follows: 
7.3. THEOREM. Given k, 1, let m = max(k!, l!). For each 0 <n, < m there 
is a polynomial r,,,,(x), all with the same leading term 
1 
k! l!(k + I- l)! 
Xk+l-l 
’ 
such that h’(k, 1; n)= q,Jn) provided that n>, (k-t l)(l+ l)- 1 and nsn, 
(mod m). 
Proof Induction on 120, the case l=O being classical [S]. 
If 1=(3,,,IZ,,...)EH’(k,l;n) then jn(>,(k+l)(l+l)-1, A&>,/+1 and 
I _&+l=l. Delete &+r and denote ]=(A, ,..., A&, A&+2, &+3 )...) then 
ill UL=, H’(k, a; n - 1). It follows that h’(k, 1; n) =CbCo h’(k, a; n - 1) or 
h’(k, I; n) - h’(k, 1; n - 1) = CL:\ h’(k, a; n - 1). 
Choose b = (l/l) m = (l/f) max(k!, I!), iterate b times and add to get: 
h’(k, 1; n) - h’(k, 1; n - m) = i ‘i’ h’(k, a; n -pl). 
p=l a==0 
(7.3.1) 
This (0 <a < I- 1) together with induction imply that there are m 
polynomials P”,,(X), 0 G no < m, all with the same leading term 
b 
k!(Z-l)! (k+l-2)! 
x&+/L2 suchthatifn>,(k+l)(!+l)-1 
and n s no (mod m), then 
h’(k, I; n) - h’(k, I; n -m) =p,(n). 
The proof now follows by 7.2. (Note b/m = l/l.) Q.E.D. 
For h(k, 1; n) we have the same theorem (7.6), but with different 
polynomials, although with the same leading term as in 7.3. To prove this 
we need 
7.4. DEFINITION. (a) Let p= (Pi,...) be any partition (i.e., diagram), 
(lk) the k x I rectangle, then denote by v = p n (lk) that part of /A in (lk) (as 
diagram). 
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(b) Given v < (P), define 
H,(k,I;n)={~EN(k,I;n)I~L(([~)=v). 
(c) Let p’ = (,D;, ,u>,...) denote the conjugate partition of 
p = (p, , pz ,... ). Given v < (I“) and i, i 2 0, define 
H”(k,I;i,j;n)={~LE”(k,I;n)I~,+,=i,~~+,=j). 
Note (see Fig. 7.4) that H,,(k, I; i, j; n) = 0 if i $ vk or j 3 vi. 
7.5. LEMMA. With the above notations, 
Card(H,(k, 1; i,j; n)) = h’(i,j; n - Iv( + ij). 
ProoJ There is a bijection 
H,(k,I;i,j;n)~H’(i,j;n-(v(+ij) 
as indicated in Fig. 7.5. 
- 
j i 
-- ’ 
i 
r 
FIGURE 7.5 
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7.6. THEOREM. Given k, 1 let m = max(k!, I!). For each 0 <no <m there 
is a polynomial q,,“(x), all with the same leading term 
1 
k! r!(k+l-l)! 
.Xk+l-l 
such that h(k, 1; n) = q,,(n) provided that n 2 (k + 1 )(I+ 1) - 1 and n E no 
(mod m). 
Proof. By 7.4(b), 
H(k, 1; n) = u H,(k, 1; n) (disjoint!) 
“<(/‘) 
and for each v < (Ik), 
yk+l v;,, 
ff,(k, 1; n) = u u H,(k, I; i, j; n) (disjoint !), 
[=O j=o 
so 
h(k, 1; n) = c 1 1 card(HJk, I; i, j; n). 
“<([k) i=l j=O 
Thus, by 7.5, 
h(k,l;n)= 1 c 1 h’(i,j;n-Ivl+ij) 
v<(/k) i=l j=O 
and the proof now follows from 7.3. Q.E.D. 
7.7. COROLLARY. Let p,Jn) = h(k, 0; n). As n + co, 
h(k, 1; n) N Pk + inh 
Proof Compare the leading terms! 
7.8. In the rest of this section we consider the sums 
@f)(n) = 1 d,z’, z>o 
A E H(k,l;n) 
Q.E.D. 
and determine their asymptotic behavior, as n + co (7.21). It is assumed 
here that the reader is familiar with the notations and results of [14]. We 
conclude by giving an “asymptotic” proof to 3.26(b), a proof that yields 
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significant information about the multiplicities in the Kronecker product. 
These are hook generalizations of the result of [14, 161. 
To determine the asymptotic behavior of ,Sif;)(n) we first give an 
asymptotic estimate for the dA’s, Iz E H(k, I; n), which dominate such sums. 
We shall indicate later (7.17) that we may assume A E H’(k, 1; n), (7.1). 
7.9. Notation. Let A E H’(k, I; n), rk(A), ?(A) as in 2.19, and write 
T,(A) = (v, + I,..., vk + l), v = v(d) = (VI ,..., vk) 
tk(A) = (PI v..., PI) = P = P(n), 
nk=vl+ “’ +vk, n,=p1+ ... +p,, 
fi=n-kl, 
and also 
(See Fig. 7.9). Finally, write CC, + . . + elk = u. 
-P- 
1 
k 
x- 
1 
R=Rk,P 
p’ = $(A: 
-r . . . 
-r 
v=v(X) I 
L 
FIGURE 7.9 
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nk=$+a&, ni=&-a&, 
ai= (ai-%)(&+>)-‘“, l<i<k 
bj=(8,+~)'(&-~)p1'2, 1 <j<l. 
7.11. To approximate @f)(n) we now generalize the subsets 
n,(n, a, 6) used to approximate S?(n) [14, Sect. 11. 
DEFINITION. Let A, 6 > 0 be real numbers (later, A + co, 6 + 0). With 
Notations 7.9 for I E N’(k, 1; n) we define 
Note. If II E H’(k, 1; n (A, 6) then (a( = IIf= 1 ail < kA and similarly, 
Ia( <IA. 
7.12. Assume now that n + 03, then 
hence 
(Bj-Bj+lh 
for all i, j. 
601'64'2.6 
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7.13. COROLLARY. Let 1E H’(k, I; n 1 A, 6), v = v(A), p =p(A) as in 7.9, 
then formula F.l.l of [ 141 applies to d, and to d, when n + 00, 
d, ‘v yk. D,(a, ,..., uk) e-(k/2)(x0f) 
0 
L 
(k- l)(k+2)/4 
k”” 
nk 
. Dk(ul ,..., uk) e-“k+WXaf. e((k+‘YW~Z 
(k- l)(k+2)/4 
. knk, 
. Dl(B1 ,..., BJ . e -((k + 012) E:B,e(W + O/W9 
(/L 1)(/+2)/4 
. 1”‘. 
7.14. Let /z E H’(k, 1; n 1 A, 6) as in 7.9 and let h, be the hook num- 
bers of 1. Referring to Fig. 7.9. it is clear that 
n! n! ii! n,! n,! 1 
-- -.-.-. 
dL=~lhvm,‘n k!%! l-I& FIfihg mh,’ 
(7.14.1) 
Note. nk!/n, h,= d,, n,/np h, = d, and their asymptotic behavior is 
given above. Also, n!/ti! N nk’ and for h, in R, h, 2: 2. n/(k + I), so 
l/nR h, 2: ((k + f)/2n)k’. Therefore we need only to estimate ti!/n,! n,!. 
7.15. LEMMA. With the above notations, 
ii! 
nk. 1 nl! 
“~(k+f)~k’.~.~.~.e-((k+‘)‘j’k’)“’. 
ProoJ: Write 
where 
k+l CI k+l u 
X=k(n)‘/2’ y=1(n)“Z. 
By Stirling’s formula, 
n 1 -=- 
jp(jy 
n,! n,! (71)‘12 fink+“!. (k/(k + f))“k. (I/(k + 1))“‘. (nk . n,)‘j2. Q’ 
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where 
Q= [(l +X)(l+x)k/(k+k (l+-Y)j/(k+l)]fi. 
Now calculate log Q and approximate log( 1 + x) = x - (x2/2) + 
O(l/F~(ti)“~), same for log( 1 -y), to conclude that Q +l-t o. e(“‘+1)2’2k’)a2. 
The rest is a straightforward calculation. Q.E.D. 
7.16. By 7.14, 7.15, and a direct calculation we now have 
THEOREM. Fix k, I> 0 (integers), A, 6 > 0 (real numbers) and let 
I~fZ’(k,I;nlA,6), then,usn+co, 
d,zc(k,I)*Dk(al ,..., ozk) D,(/?/ ,..., pl).e-((k+1)‘2)(=orf+=8:) 
1 @(kJ) 
. - 
0 
. (k + I)“, 
n 
(7.16.1) 
where c(k, I) = (l/$)k+‘P1 * (k + 1)(1’2)(k2+‘2) . (4)“’ and B(k, I) = 
;(k(k+ 1)+1(1+1)-2). 
7.17. Remark. Let 1 E Z-Z(k, I; n) and carry on a similar calculation, 
based on (7.14.1). The maximal exponential behavior of the dis is (k + f)n, 
while that of (k + l)-n dA is c * ( l/n)e(k*r), c some constant; moreover, this is 
obtained only inside H’(k, I; n). Since there are only polynomially many 
summands (i.e., #H(k, 1; n)) in the sum Sj$fij, hence it can be 
approximated over the set H’(k, I; n 1 A, 6) with first letting n + co, then 
A-+cc and 6+0. The summands 6, AEH’(k,I;n)IA,6), are 
approximated by (7.16.1). As in [ 14, Sect. 21 this implies 
7.18. THEOREM. With the notations ~$7.16, 
Si2;)(n) - , ~_~[c(k,I).(~)li*‘i’.(k+1)n~.J;;*”-1.Z(k,I,2r), (7.18.1) 
where 
Z(k, 1,2z)=~...~[D,(x)*D,(y).e -((k+I)/2)(~af+~~)]2zd(k+I--1)(X.y) , 
P(k.0 
and where P(k, I) c lRk+’ is the domain 
P(k, I)= {(x, ,..., xk,yI ,..., yr) I XI 3 ... ax, y,> ... >y,, ~xi+&+=O). 
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The Calculation of Z(k, 1, 22) 
7.19. LEMMA. Write 
(see [14, Sect. 4]), then 
Z(k, 1, 22) = fi. 
$‘((k:l)‘/2) 
(k(k--l)+l(l--l))r+k+I.Z(k, zz).Z(4 zz). 
ProoJ: Write CF= 1 xi= U, so Cf=, yj = -u, then Z(k, I; 22) = 
j:=, A(u).B(u) du, where 
and 
A(u) = j...J [Dk(x) e- w+mmZq2r &- ‘yx) 
I, 3 a .q 
x, + + Xk = u 
B(u)= ... I I CD,(Y) ep ((k + w)(~Y;)]2z d’f- l’(y). 
y, z ” z y, 
.“, + ... +y,= --u 
Substitute (in A(u), B(u)) xi = xi - (u/k), yi = yj + (u/l): The Jacobians 
are 1, Dk(x) = Dk(x’), D,(y) = D,(y’), C xf = C x12 + (u2/k), and C yf = 
C y,” + ( u2/1). Thus 
Z(k, 1, 22) = Ix: e-‘(k+‘)2~k’)zu2 du . Zk. II, 
-cc > 
where 
and 
[D/c(X) e - 
W+W)Xx;]2= d’k- “(x) 
x, > ‘. 2 Sk 
x,+ ‘.. +.q=o 
I,= .., 5 s CD,(Y)* e -((k+/)/2)~y:]2;d(l-l)(y). 
.“I > > y, 
y,+ “. +y,=o 
The first factor is classical while simple dilations reduce Zk to Z(k, 22) and Z, 
to Z(I, 22). The rest is a simple calculation. Q.E.D. 
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7.20. PROPOSITION. 
I(k,1,2z)=~~~.~.((k+11)2z) 
(1/2)[(k(k-l)+I(I-l))z+k+ll 
. . 
j-If=, qzi+ l)q-&, qzj+ 1) 
r(z+ l)k+’ * 
Proof: Follows by direct calculation from 7.19 and [ 14, F.4.3, F.4.11. 
Q.E.D. 
We now summarize 
7.21. THEOREM. As n + 00, 
S@(n) N Z(k, I, 22). c(k, 1)22 * 
1 B(k,/).2z-((k+l-1)/2) 
0 
; * (k + 1y2=, 
where 
Jf==, T(zi+ 1)-J& qzj+ 1) 
T(z + l)k+’ 
> 
c(k, 1) = (,/&)“+l-1 . (k+ /)(1/2)(k2+~*). (4,“’ 
and 
7.22. As an application we give an “asymptotic” proof to 3.26(b), a 
proof that yields information about some of the multiplicities m, in the 
Kronecker product [L(‘)] @I [nC2)] = C mn[L], -J(j) E H(ki, li; n), i = 1,2. 
This proof is just a hook generalization of [ 161, hence we skip most of the 
details. 
7.23. LEMMA. Let v E H(k,, I, ; n), p E H(k,, 12; n), k = kl k, + I, i2, 
I=k,12+llk2, so 
Cvl@bl= 1 mL~1, 
A E H(k,l;n) 
then for all J., 
n + k2 + l2 - 1 “2 
rn,G 
> 
* 2ki. 
n 
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Proof: Identical to the proof of [ 16, Lemma 11, with (,, + (hl ;“z)*- ‘) 
being replaced by 
dim,(HomFsn( W, W)) = dim, B(k, 1; n) 
n-i+k2+12-1 2kl 
)( > 2 
Q.E.D. 
7.24. Remark. Substitute 2z = 1 in 7.21, 
Si’j(n) N b(k, Z) . 
1 (l/Z’lk(k- I’+/(/- 1” 
0 ; (k + I)“, 
where b(k, I) is a constant. We can now prove 
7.25. THEOREM. Let k,, I,, k,, I,>0 (integers), k=k,k,+I,l,, 
l=k,l,+k,I, andlet 
e $ a 
[ 
k(k-1)+1(1--l)- i (k,(ki-l)+li(li-l)-2) 
i= 1 I . 
Fix A, 6 > 0, assume n is large, let 1”’ E H’(ki, 1;; n 1 A, 6), i= 1, 2, and write 
[A”‘] @ [1’2’] = c miCAI. 
1~H(k,I;n) 
Then, for some 1 E H(k, 1; n), m, $ n’. 
Proof: Assume m, < ne for all 1 E H(k, I; n), so 
c 
1 (1/4’(k(k- l’+K- 1” 
i. E H(k.l;;l) 
m,. di $ n’Sj$(n) ir n’b(k, I). n 
0 
. (k + Z)n, 
On the other hand, CIEHCk,l;n, midA = dp,. dllz), and by (7.21), 
d,cu ’ d,cz, N c . 
1 
0 
1/2X;=, CMk, + 1 I + A(6 + 1) - 21 
- 
n . C(k, + l,)(kz + ,2)1”, 
where c is a constant. Since (k, + Z,)(k, + 12) =k + 1, it follows that for 
some constant a, 
1 (V4’ZZ;=,CW,+ 1’+1,(1,+ I’-21 
a - 
0 
1 l1/4’~k[k~ll+/(/-I)-4e] 
n 3 
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hence e>+{k(k- 1)+1(1- l)-Cy=l [ki(ki+ l)+li(li+ I)-2]}, a con- 
tradiction. Q.E.D. 
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